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Abstract
The adoption of information technology in foremost sectors of human ac-
tivity such as banking, healthcare, education, governance etc., increases the
amount of data collected and processed to enable these services. With the
convenience the technology offers, it also brings increased challenges pertain-
ing to the privacy. In response to these emerging privacy concerns, the Euro-
pean Union has approved the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
to strengthen data protection across the European Union. This regulation
requires individuals and organizations that process personal data of EU cit-
izens or provide services in EU, to comply with the privacy requirements in
the GDPR. However, the privacy policies stating how personal information
will be handled to meet regulations as well as organizational objectives, are
given in natural language statements. To demonstrate a program’s com-
pliance with privacy policies, a link should be established between policy
statements and the program code, with the support of a formalized analysis.

Based on this vision, we formalize a notion of privacy policies and a no-
tion of compliance for the setting of object-oriented distributed systems. For
this we provide explicit constructs to specify constituents of privacy policies
(i.e., principal, purpose, access right) on personal data. We present a policy
specification language and a formalization of privacy compliance, as well as
a high-level modeling language for distributed systems extended with sup-
port for policies. We define a type and effect system for static checking of
compliance of privacy policies and show soundness of this analysis based on
an operational semantics. Finally, we prove a progress property.
Keywords: Privacy, GDPR, Privacy Compliance, Data Protection by
Design, Static Analysis, Language-based Privacy, Effect Systems.
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1. Introduction

With the adoption of information technology in almost all areas of our life,
the collection and processing of personal data have intensified. This develop-
ment depends on trustworthy functioning of information and communication
technologies to support the individual privacy rights and democratic values of5

society [17]. To address the challenges of data protection and privacy of the
individuals within the European Union (EU) and the European Economic
Area (EEA), the European Union Parliament approved the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19]. The GDPR is said to be “The single
most important change in data privacy regulation in 20 years” [39].10

To promote data protection from the outset of the product/service de-
velopment, requirements to data protection by design and data protection by
default have been formally embedded in Article 25 of the GDPR. Article 25
requires the controllers to design and develop products with a built-in ability
to demonstrate compliance towards the data protection obligations. Note15

that the terms privacy by design [14] and GDPR’s data protection by de-
sign have similar goals, and are often used interchangeably. The principle of
data protection by default says that privacy is built into the system, i.e., no
measures are required by the data subject in order to maintain her privacy.

In this paper we follow the data protection by design and data protection20

by default principles, by integrating necessary safeguards into the processing
of personal information, using a language-based approach. Our ambition is
to investigate how to formalize fundamental privacy principles and to provide
built-in abilities to fulfill data protection obligations under the GDPR. As a
step towards this goal, we develop a policy language that provides constructs25

for specifying privacy requirements on personal data and then present a type
and effect system [41] for analyzing a program’s compliance with respect to
the stated privacy policies. We will focus on privacy aspects and policies
that can be checked statically. A privacy policy in this setting is a state-
ment that expresses permitted use of personal information of the declared30

program entities, such as data types and methods of interfaces and classes.
Static techniques range from manual or semi-automatic deductive methods
to automatic checking. We will only consider analysis methods that are fully
automatic because they have a greater potential for practical usage.

We define a notion of privacy policies given by sets of triples that put35

restrictions on what kind of principals may access the personal information,
for what purposes, and what kind of operations and access are permitted on
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this data, i.e., restricting who, why, and what. A policy on declared program
entities puts restrictions on how they are used and on actions they perform.
We define a notion of policy compliance, and show how compliance can be40

checked at compile time by an extended type and effect system for an object-
oriented, distributed modeling language centered around asynchronous and
synchronous method interaction, extended with policy specifications. The
static checking of privacy policies is modular and is performed on classes that
are type-correct with respect to ordinary typing. In particular, the checking45

can be done class-wise in the sense that one may check each class indepen-
dently (assuming access to inherited code), and a class that has passed the
check need not be checked again, when other classes and subclasses are added.
Information without a policy is non-sensitive, and its access is not restricted.
The static type-checker ensures that a non-sensitive method may not access50

sensitive information and that a variable of a non-sensitive type may not be
assigned sensitive information. In GDPR, sensitive data is a special category
of personal data that needs more protection, and in our language setting both
sensitive and personal data use the same policy specifications (with stricter
policies on sensitive data). For our purposes we use the term “sensitive” as55

a synonym of “personal”.
Certain aspects of the GDPR can be expressed by means of static con-

cepts, whereas some can only be expressed at runtime, such as subject or
consent changes by external users, whereas others are not easily formalized,
such as the economic penalty rules. At compile time we let the statically de-60

clared policies provide privacy by default, and then give a framework enabling
change of consent at runtime. The static policies serve as initial policies for a
program, while changes in consent and policies can be handled at runtime, for
instance through predefined functionalities. By annotating declared program
entities with privacy policies and developing a scheme of policy inheritance,65

we may limit the number of policy annotations needed. This should make
the approach simple and easy to use in practice, as demonstrated by our case
study. At runtime these policies, possibly extended with additional informa-
tion such as data subject, can be attached to the data values and objects.

The static compliance checking is done by a static type and effect system70

based on the kind of privacy policies outlined here. Even though static no-
tions may only cover limited parts of the GDPR, static compliance checking
has the advantage of ensuring that all programs passing the checks do comply
with the static privacy policies, thereby providing a strong guarantee before
the programs are executed. The rules are syntax-directed, following the le-75
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gal formation of expressions and function applications as well as statements.
The requirements to communication constructs are central.

We target distributed, object-oriented and service-oriented systems. We
formalize a static notion of policy declarations in this setting. To demon-
strate the analysis of static policy compliance for imperative programs, we80

develop a type and effect system for checking policy compliance for a high-
level language supporting the active object paradigm [12, 31, 33, 42], based
on the actor model [28]. This paradigm is considered to be one of the most
promising candidates to model asynchronously parallel and distributed com-
putations in a safe manner [12]. In this programming model, objects are au-85

tonomous and execute in parallel, communicating by so-called asynchronous
method invocations. Object-local data structures are defined by data types.
We assume interface abstraction, i.e., an object can only be accessed though
an interface and remote field access is illegal. This allows us to focus on
major challenges of modern architectures, without the complications of low-90

level language constructs related to the shared-variable concurrency model.
Remote field access would make the analysis less precise and non-modular.

In summary, the main idea is to provide language constructs that express
privacy policy specifications capturing static aspects of the GDPR specific
privacy principles and use these to statically analyze a program’s compliance95

with the policy specifications. We make the following contributions:

1. Propose a policy specification language for specifying purpose, access,
and policy requirements.

2. Formalize a notion of policy compliance.

3. Show how the policy language can be used with a modeling languge for100

loosly coupled distributed systems.

4. Develop a mechanic type and effect system for analyzing a program’s
compliance with the specified privacy policies.

5. Develop a runtime system with policy tags. Prove soundness/progress.

The two first contributions are independent of the choice of language, while105

the last three are not. The overall contribution of the paper is to show how to
approach the formalization of GDPR specific data protection requirements
from a static point of view.
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Paper Outline. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Our
research focus and the relevance to the GDPR are stated in the next section.110

Section 3 presents our formalization of the GDPR policies, including a policy
specification language and a formalization of policy compliance, and outlines
how it applies to the setting of object-oriented distributed systems (OODS).
We discuss the usage of policies and include the first part of a case study.
For the second part of the case study, we define an executable, imperative,115

high-level language for active object systems, extended with policy specifi-
cations. Section 4 introduces this language. Section 5 presents the static
compliance checking by means of a type and effect system, and demonstrates
the analysis on the case study. Section 6 briefly discusses an extension to
deal with consent and self access to personal data about a data subject. Sec-120

tion 7 presents an operational semantics and proves soundness and progress.
Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper. An
algorithmic version of the static compliance checking is shown in Appendix
A, and a list of abbreviations used is given in Appendix B.

2. Relevance to the GDPR and Research Focus125

The GDPR contains 99 articles covering quite diverse aspects of privacy
such as data protection principles, accountability, data protection impact
assessment, certification, penalties etc. However, we will focus on the inter-
section of mainly Article 5, Article 15, and Article 25, due to their potential
for establishing links with programming language mechanisms and in partic-130

ular static analysis. Figure 1 illustrates this idea and our focus. Clearly, one
may express a larger part of the GDPR concepts by runtime entities than
by compile time entities. Furthermore, it is clear that static analysis will in
general be less precise than runtime analysis and typically over-approximate
the privacy restrictions. Thus static analysis may seem like a less fruitful135

approach; however, static analysis has the advantage that problems caught
during static checking can be solved before runtime and thereby gives rise to
more reliable software and fewer runtime errors. Therefore it is interesting
to investigate compile time aspects of the GDPR and to define a notion of
static compliance of these aspects.140

Article 5 lists the data protection principles related to personal data pro-
cessing, which includes the following: lawfulness, fairness, and transparency;
purpose limitation; data minimization; accuracy; storage limitation; integrity
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and confidentiality. Compliance with these principles is intrinsic for better
data protection.145

Article 15 creates a Right for access by the data subjects to have access
to their personal data that an organization processes and holds about them.
The data subject is entitled to obtain, for example, the purposes of data pro-
cessing; which recipients (such as organizations) is the personal data shared
with; how the personal information was collected; existence of right to re-150

strict processing or erasure of personal data. More on subject access rights
are discussed in Section 3.

Article 25 introduces data protection by design and data protection by
default obligations. It requires the organizations to embed data protection
into the design and later stages of product/service development. In addition,155

it requires that by default, an organization may only process the personal
data that is necessary for fulfillment of the stated purposes.

In addition to the articles mentioned above, Article 6 of the GDPR out-
lines six lawful grounds, such as consent or fulfillment of contractual obliga-
tion, for processing of personal data. The regulation treats consent as one160

of the guiding principles for legitimate processing, and Article 7 sets out
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the conditions for processing personal data (when relying on consent). We
sketched these articles very briefly. For more details, please refer to Articles
and Recitals in [19].

In our setting, we specify privacy-by-default policies, which are statically165

checked. When the lawful basis of processing of personal information is
performance of the contract or other valid bases but not the consent, the
policies should be formulated in a way that ensures that they are built into
the system by default, i.e., no measures are required by the data subject
in order to maintain her privacy. However, when consent is the basis of170

processing, the choices (or privacy settings) of the data subjects are captured
at runtime (as studied in [51]).

To verify formally that a system satisfies its privacy specification, the
desired notions of privacy need to be expressed explicitly. However, given
these principles and obligations, not all privacy requirements are suscepti-175

ble to formalization. We study an intersection of these main concepts from
the design as well as the legal point of view, with a motivation to establish
links between the two views. However, we do not cover all the aspects of
the aforementioned articles. For example, the requirements for data mini-
mization, integrity, storage limitation, and accuracy require a different set of180

tools and methods for assessing compliance.
We illustrate the research focus with an example. In order to provide

healthcare services, a clinic collects information related to an individual‘s
health. So as to collect and process this information, the clinic first needs to
identify the purposes for which this personal information will be used. This is185

done by statically declaring privacy policy requirements on the methods and
data types. These requirements are expressed in a policy specification lan-
guage, which allows designers to express privacy requirements, contributing
towards purpose limitation, transparency, data protection by design, data
protection by default, and accountability requirements. In the next section,190

we discuss the parts of the GDPR that can be formalized, i.e., what can be
expressed as policies, and what can be checked. In particular, we focus on
static policies and static checking.

3. Formalization of Static Privacy Policies and Policy Compliance

In the object-oriented language setting, an object may assume differ-195

ent views, depending on the interaction context. These views are expressed
by specification of the externally observable behaviour of objects, declared
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A ::= read | incr | write | self basic access rights
| no | full | rincr | wincr abbreviated access rights
| A u A | A t A combined access rights

P ::= (I, R,A) policy
Ps ::= {P∗} | Ps u Ps | Ps t Ps policy set
RD ::= purpose R+

[where Rel [andRel] ∗ ] purpose declaration
Rel ::= R+ < R+ sub-purpose declaration

Figure 2: BNF syntax definition of the policy language. I ranges over interface names and
R over purpose names.

through interfaces. We extend this specification of observable behaviour of
objects to provide language support for the enforcement of privacy policies.

Clearly, at compile time we are limited to static entities, while at runtime200

we can deal with runtime entities. Thus, compile time policies must in general
be more coarse-grained than runtime policies, for instance the compile-time
policy of the value of a variable is based on a worst-case symbolic analysis
while at runtime it can be based on the value itself. At compile time, we
may express and analyze the GDPR-related notions using static names, ei-205

ther names occurring in the executable program text, or names occurring
in specifications capturing GDPR-related aspects. Examples of the former
are method names, variable names, type names, class names, and interface
names. Examples of the latter are names describing purpose, access rights,
and policies. The combination of these two categories of names gives a way210

of expressing static policies restricting access to the sensitive information. At
runtime, it is natural to associate the policies with objects and data values,
but these entities are not known at compile time. At compile time, policies
on data values can be approximated by policies on the corresponding data
types. Static policies serve a double purpose: They should have an abstract215

view meaningful to external users, so that they may understand and recon-
sider their privacy settings, and at the same time should be meaningful to
analysis in terms of program technical concepts at compile time.

3.1. Policies
We consider three vital constituents of the GDPR privacy policies, namely220

principal, purpose, and access right, specified by triples (I, R,A) where I , R,
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and A denote the three constituents, respectively. The main emphasis of
the policy specification language is on the specification of privacy restric-
tions at the language level. It would be appropriate to link an external
user’s policy view with the system’s policy view. For example, a policy225

(Doctor , treatm, rincr) on a data subject’s health information in the system
is expressed in natural language to an external user as: A Doctor can process
your personal health information for treatment purposes, but is only allowed
to read health records and add new ones without the right to change or
delete existing records. Below we give a general description of these policy230

constituents, as well as how they can be related to the view of external users,
and how they will be represented at the programming level.

Principals A principal identifies a real word individual or entity such as a
person, authority, company, or organization, or a role representing a set
of such entities. At the programming level, an individual corresponds235

to an object representing that individual or an interface representing all
objects supporting that interface. An interface I is used to restrict the
access to information, by requiring that the accessing object supports
I . (We say that an object supports an interface if the class of the object
implements the interface.) As not all interfaces represent principals, we240

introduce an interface Principal, and require that an interface used to
specify principals must be a subinterface of Principal. Thus in compile
time policies, principals are described by subinterfaces of Principal or
by object expressions. The interface Subject corresponds to a “data
subject”, extending Principal.245

Interfaces are organized in an open-ended inheritance hierarchy, as in
object-oriented program development, letting I < J denote that I is a
subinterface of J . For example, Specialist < Doctor < HealthWorker .
We do not define a bottom element, since the hierarchy is open-ended.
We let ≤ denote the transitive and reflexive extension of <.250

Purposes A purpose R identified by a purpose name, allows us to specify
that personal data must only be collected and processed for the given
purpose. At the user level, purposes are described by purpose names.
At the programming level, such purpose names are used in policy spec-
ifications. For instance, if a method is annotated with a purpose, the
annotation specifies that the method may only be called when the caller
has (at least) this purpose. Purpose names are defined by the keyword
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purpose and can be organized in a hierarchical structure, represent-
ing a purpose hierarchy [26]. We allow purpose names to be organized
in an open-ended acyclic graph. Examples of purposes are treatment,
research, or marketing. We let all be a predefined purpose, denoting
the least specialized purpose. Consider the declaration

purpose a, b, c where a, b < c

This declaration makes a and b more specialized purposes than c.
For example, treatm, diagnosis, research < health, and monitoring <
treatm. If data is collected for treatm purposes, then it can be used for
treatm as well as purposes subsumed under treatm purposes, but not
for research. If data is collected for say diagnosis, then it can neither255

be used for treatm nor for research.
We allow purpose names to be organized in an open-ended directed
acyclic graph. Consider an example, where healthcare, and shopping,
have billing as a subpurpose; and treatment could be a subpurpose of
both healthcare and billing. This example indicates that a strict tree-260

structure could be too limiting. This allows a single purpose name to
reflect a specialization of a set of more general purposes. We let ≤
denote the transitive and reflexive extension of <.

Access rights The access right A restricts the access rights, restricting the
kinds of operation that can be performed on the data, such as read265

access (read), incremental access (incr), write access (write), or a com-
bination of these. We define a complete lattice of these general access
rights (in Figure 3) with no (no access) and full (full access) as the
least and greatest access rights, respectively. The read access right
gives read-only access to the principal, and similarly write allows for a270

write access. Incremental access, incr , gives the right to add new in-
formation without changing or reading old information. For instance,
a lab assistant may be allowed to add test results to a patient’s health
records, but without reading existing information.
The combination of read access and incremental access, read t incr275

denoted rincr , allows a principal to read the information and to add
more information, but not change existing information. This is quite
useful in practice, for instance a nurse may be allowed to read and add
test results to a patient’s health records, but not overwrite or change
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old information. The combination of writetincr , denoted wincr , allows280

a principal to change and add more information, without reading, for
instance she may overwrite, delete and add health records, but without
the right to look inside these records. The partial ordering of access
rights is denoted vA. We have that incr vA (read t write) holds,
reflecting that the incremental update x : + e can be expressed as285

x := x+ e.
Furthermore, read uwrite, incr uwrite, and incr u read give no access.
The combination of read and write gives full access (including incre-
mental access), i.e., full is the same as read t write. This means that
we have seven elements in the lattice for basic access rights as seen in290

Figure 3. In subsection 3.2, we extend this lattice with access rights
for a data subject to access data about herself. At the program level,
the specified access rights can be checked for a given program.

A policy is specified by a triple (I, R,A) restricting principals, purpose,
and access rights, respectively. Such policy triples can be combined to form295

policy sets, which are used to represent restrictions due to multiple policies.
Privacy policies and consent are supposed to be decided and changed

upon need by the subjects, i.e., the external users of a system that do not
in general have insight into to program text. This means that external user
defined restrictions on principal, purpose, and access right should be given in300

terms of a vocabulary or language meaningful to such external users. On the
other hand, the external user defined restrictions must connect to concepts
at the program level so that compliance can be defined and checked. In our
approach, consent is expressed by the presence of policies.

In order to limit the amount of policy definitions, we consider user-defined305

policies for data types and methods, and define an effect system to deduce
policy restrictions in each program state on the program variables. Policies
on data type declarations give a higher degree of reusability than policies
on for instance variable declarations. When personal information is limited
to a relatively small number of methods and data types, this means that310

the privacy policy specifications needed are relatively few. We use a special
policy symbol • to denote non-sensitive information. The default policy of
a method is • if no policy is specified. Note that a method with no policy
will not be able to access or use any sensitive information, and variables of
types with no policy cannot be assigned sensitive information. This will be315

checked statically.
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full

rincr wincr

read incr write

no

Figure 3: The lattice for general access rights (without self ). Note that rincr is the same
as read t incr, wincr is the same as write t incr, and full is the same as read t write.

For a method m that accesses sensitive information, the associated policy
specifies which principals can invoke this method, for what purpose, and an
upper bound on permissible access operations. Similarly, a data type T with
policy PT expresses that all values of type T must respect the policy PT ,320

which can be ensured by policy compliance checks during static analysis.
In the GDPR, processing of personal data is defined in terms of any oper-

ation or set of operations such as collection, storage, use, dissemination etc.
(see Article 4 [19]). We focus on use and disclosure of personal information.
At the programming level, use corresponds to the access rights given by the325

access rights lattice and disclosure is expressed by the first restriction on
the policy (principal) i.e., a policy set on data describes to whom data is
disclosed. Disclosure of information is also captured when information is ex-
changed through method parameters. However, towards the external users,
the terms use and disclose may be meaningful.330

3.2. Access Rights for Data Subjects
Under Article 15 [19], the Right of Access by the data subject requires

the data controller to give the data subject information about the personal
data that the controller has about the subject (including the purposes for
which this information is used). Based on this requirement, we introduce an
interface Subject below interface Principal as the superinterface of all classes
representing external users. Moreover, we introduce an additional access
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{all}

{treatm} {research} {admin}

{monitoring} {diagnosis} {billing} {third_party}

Figure 4: Sample purpose hierarchy

right, self. By means of self , one may specify access rights on information
about self, i.e., the data subject. One may then express general access rights
in combination with access rights on self data. The policy triple

(Subject, all, self u read)

supports Article 15 (1a) to (1c), by allowing each data subject read access
to information about herself. It expresses the principle of giving a subject
read access to data about herself. This triple could be added as a default
policy for every sensitive data type. Note that the universal purpose all is335

needed to express to express this principle. With the addition of self , we
need to refine and revise our definition of access rights and their placement
in a lattice. Mathematically, our lattice can be defined by a pair lattice as
follows:

Definition 1 (Lattice of Access Rights). Access rights are organized in a340

lattice with carrier set {(a, b) | a vA b} where both a and b range over the
lattice of general access rights (given in Figure 3). We define

(a, b) vA (a′, b′) , a vA a′ ∧ b vA b′

(a, b) t (a′, b′) , (a t a′, b t b′)
(a, b) u (a′, b′) , (a u a′, b u b′)

It follows that the redefined vA is a partial order, and the carrier set has 22345

elements. The element (a, b) is written a t (self u b), and the access right
at (self ua) is abbreviated a. The access right at (self u b) expresses that a
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is the access right on data in general (including self data) and b is the added
access right on self data. Thus the access on self data is a t b.

We have that no is an identity element of t, and full an identity element350

of u. For instance, no t (self u full) is the same as self , meaning full access
to self data, but no access to data about others. Furthermore, self u rincr
gives a principal the right to read self data and add new information about
herself. In contrast, read t self means full access to self data and read access
to other data, and read t (self u rincr) means that a principal may read all355

data and also increment self data.
The identity of data subjects can be captured at runtime, but not in

general at compile time, since these identities are in general not statically
known. In order to check access rights about self , the static checking will try
to detect if the data subject is the same as this or caller. This is discussed360

in Section 6.

3.3. Policy Compliance
Methods and types are annotated with policies. Annotating these pro-

gram constructs with policies is a prerequisite for assuring that processing is
performed in accordance with the specified policies. The language syntax for365

policies is summarized in Figure 2 and some sample policies are found in Fig-
ure 5. Optional parts are written in brackets (as in [...]), while superscripts
∗ and + denote repetition and non-empty repetition, respectively.

Definition 2 (Policy Compliance). The sub-policy relation less, expressing
policy compliance, is defined by

(I ′, R′, A′) v (I, R,A) , I ≤ I ′ ∧R′ ≤ R ∧ A′ vA A

with • as bottom element, representing non-sensitive information. It follows
that v is a partial order. We let Any denote the most general interface, such370

that I ≤ Any for each I.

A policy P ′ complies with the policy P if it has the same or larger principal,
the same or more specialized purpose, and if the access rights of P ′ are the
same or weaker than that of P . We let Any denote the most general interface,
such that I ≤ Any for any I.375

We say that a method respects a policy P if the policy of the method
complies with P . The default policy of a method is • if no policy is specified.
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Intuitively, P v P ′ is used to express that the policy of a method imple-
mentation/respecification P complies with that of the method specification
P ′. In particular, • v P expresses that an implementation without access to380

sensitive information complies with any policy.
Let PI,m denote the policy of a method m given in an interface I , and

PC,m denote the policy of a method m given in a class C. It is required
that the implementation of a method in a class C respects the policy stated
in the interface I , i.e., PC,m v PI,m. In addition, it is also required that385

a method redefined in an interface I respects the policy of that method
in a superinterface J , i.e., PI,m v PJ,m. By transitivity of v, a method
implementation in a class that respects the policy given in an interface also
respects the policy of the method given in a superinterface, i.e., PC,m v PI,m

and PI,m v PJ,m implies PC,m v PJ,m.390

For instance, consider an interface GetPresc with a method getPresc()
with a policy (Nurse, treatm, read). An implementation of this method in a
class must have a policy that complies with it, such as (Any, treatm, read),
(Nurse, treatm, self u read), or (Nurse,monitoring, read). In contrast, the
implementation cannot have a policy (Doctor, treatm, read), as this would395

not allow a Nurse as the caller object, and also not (Nurse, all, rincr), be-
cause this violates the purpose and the access restriction.

Moreover, the use of self in the access part allows us to distinguish
between different kinds of self access for different purposes, for instance
(Patient, all, read u self ) and (Patient, privacy_settings, self ). The latter400

gives full access to data about self for purposes of privacy_settings, while
the first gives read access to data about self for all purposes.

We define a lattice over sets of policies with meet and join operations,
and generalize the definition of compliance to sets of policies:

Definition 3 (Compliance of Policy Sets).

{P ′i} v {Pj} , ∀i .∃j .P ′i v Pj

This expresses that a policy set S ′ complies with a policy set S if each policy405

in S ′ complies with some policy in S. When no confusion occurs we simply
write P instead of {P}. For instance, P v S denotes {P} v S, and P u S
denotes {P} u S. Furthermore we use the notation A vA (I, R,A′) when
A vA A′, and use the notation A vA {(I, R,A′)i} when A vA (I, R,A′)i for
some I (i.e., A vA A′i).410
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We define meet and join operations over policy sets by set union and a
kind of intersection, respectively, adding implicitly derivable policies:

Definition 4 (Join and Meet Over Policy Sets).

S t S ′ , closure(S ∪ S ′)

S u S ′ , closure({P | P v S ∧ P v S ′})
where the closure operation is defined by

closure(S) , S ∪ {(I, R,A t A′) | (I, R,A) v S ∧ (I, R,A′) v S}

We have a lattice with ∅ as the bottom element, S v S tS ′, and S uS ′ v S.
The closure operation adds implicitly derivable policies, and ensures that
{(I, R,A t A′)} v {(I, R,A)} t {(I, R,A′)}. For instance, we have that415

{(Doctor, treatm, read)} t {(Doctor, treatm,write)} is the same as
{(Doctor, treatm, full)}.

The meet operation typically reflects worst-case analysis. For an actual
parameter (or method result) we need to check that the policy set of the
actual parameter allows all policies in the policy set of the corresponding420

formal parameter. For this we use the following notion:

Definition 5 (Implication of Policy Sets). We define the notation

Ps′ =⇒ Ps

(Ps′ guarantees Ps) by {•} =⇒ Ps and Ps v Ps′ for Ps′ other than {•}.

In particular, {•} =⇒ Ps, expresses that a non-sensitive actual parameter
always is acceptable. If Ps′ =⇒ Ps we also say that the former guarantees
the latter. (Note that Ps′ and Ps denote policy sets.)425

3.4. Policies in an Object-Oriented Setting
Here, we proceed to discuss how to use policies in combination with inter-

faces, methods, and types. An imperative programming language for defining
classes is given in Section 4 by means of an imperative-style language for ac-
tive objects. An example with policies and interfaces is given in Figure 5.430
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Definition 6 (Interface Syntax). An interface is declared with the BNF syn-
tax

interface I [extends J+] {D∗}
where I and J range over interface names, and D denotes a method decla-
ration (without body), with its own (optional) policy.

Here a new interface I is declared, extending a number of superinterfaces.
A method redefined in I must have a policy that complies with that of
the method in a superinterface J . Methods may be inherited (keeping the435

superinterface method policy) or redefined in I. For simplicity, we assume
that a redefined version of the same method has the same parameter and
return types as in the superinterface. (Alternatively we could use a version
of co/contra-variance.)

We consider next single class inheritance given by an implements clause.440

A class C extending a superclass inherits all declarations of the superclass,
apart from redefined methods and the implements clause (and class con-
structors are concatenated). We may allow a subclass to implement different
interfaces than its superclass, and we may allow a redefined method to have a
different policy than that of the superclass. In particular C does not need to445

support the interfaces of its superclass. The motivation for this is to achieve
better flexibility. This requires that typing of object variables is done by
interfaces, following the semantics of [44]. Thus, the policies of redefined
methods need not comply with those in the superclass, as long as they com-
ply with the policies of the interfaces implemented by C. We let the policies450

of inherited method be inherited as well, and must then comply with the
requirements of the enclosing class C, unless a new policy is specified (by
renewing its signature).

Definition 7 (Method Declaration Syntax).

T m([Y y]∗) [:: P ]

where T is the return type and Y is the type of parameter y.

An inherited method m inherits the policy of m in the superinterface,455

unless the interface declares its own policy for m. As mentioned, the rede-
fined policy of m in an interface cannot be more restrictive than that of the
superinterface (J), i.e., PI,m v PJ,m, ensuring that a class implementation of
m satisfying PI,m also satisfies any declarations of m in a superinterface.
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Definition 8 (Type Declaration Syntax).

type N [TypeParameters] =< type_definition > [:: Ps]

where the type parameters are optional. We let the policy of a type N , denoted460

PN , be a policy set. Types declared without a policy are non-sensitive.

The predefined basic types (Nat, Int, String, Bool, Void) are non-sensitive.
Furthermore, object variables (references) are non-sensitive since a reference
in itself does not carry any sensitive information. A user-defined type is
sensitive if a policy set is specified, or if the definition contains a sensitive
data type constructor (as explained below). If there for instance is a need
for strings with sensitive information, restricted by a policy Ps, one would
define a type for this by

type Info = String :: Ps

A list type List[T ] is sensitive if T is sensitive, and has the policy of T , i.e.,
PList[T ] , PT . The same principle applies to other container types, such as
sets and multisets. When T ′ is declared as a subtype of T , we require that
the policy of the subtype guarantees that of the supertype, i.e.,

T ′ ≤ T ⇒ (PT ′ =⇒ PT )

A sensitive data type can often be defined as a pair of (possibly non-sensitive)
data, say

type Presc = Patient ∗ String
:: {(Doctor, treatm, full)), (Nurse, treatm, read)}465

In this case the Presc constructor function (i.e., the pair operator) is con-
sidered sensitive, since it associates data to a subject. An application of
this constructor may create new sensitive information about a patient, and
therefore we require that the enclosing method has a policy with write access
to treatm data (such as the policy PDoc). In general, an application of a470

sensitive data type constructor requires write access, as will be formalized in
the policy type rules for expressions (Section 5).

We consider next sensitive functions, which create new sensitive data, for
instance a product of individually non-sensitive data may be sensitive. Gen-
erator functions (here called constructors) are considered sensitive if they475
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i) combine information about a subject with non-sensitive or sensitive in-
formation or ii) use sensitive information. We assume that sensitive gen-
erators produce sensitive types (with some exceptions, such as constructors
of encrypted data). Defined functions are sensitive if their type is sensi-
tive and the definition directly or indirectly contains a sensitive application480

of a constructor. For instance we may (recursively) define a parameterized
list type by List[T ] = empty() | append(List[T ] ∗ T ) meaning that lists have
the form empty() or append(l, x), where l is a list and x a value of type
T . We let the notation l + x abbreviate append(l, x). The list is sensi-
tive if T is sensitive, in which case the append constructor function is also485

sensitive. The Presc type is sensitive (even though String is not), and the
pair (current_patient, ”no health problems”) is a sensitive application of the
product constructor. These examples suffice for our purposes here. It can
be detected statically if a function is sensitive (further details are omitted).
Some predefined type constructors including encryption functions could be490

defined as non-sensitive.
Applications of sensitive functions may create new sensitive data, some-

thing which require write access. In this way the policy control of variables
is driven by the declared types rather than variable declarations. The ad-
vantage is that policy specifications on the defined types are reusable in the495

same way that the defined types are reusable, while policy specifications on
variable declarations would not in general be reusable. Furthermore, reusable
policy specifications developed over time are likely to be more reliable than
one-time adhoc specifications for program variables.

Example. The example in Figure 5 shows a data type Presc with policy500

set {(Doctor, treatm, full), (Doctor, treatm, rincr), (Nurse, treatm, read)}.
The policy (Doctor, treatm, rincr) is redundant since (Doctor, treatm, rincr)
v (Doctor, treatm, full), and is colored grey to indicate that. Method
makePresc has policy (Doctor, treatm, rincr), meaning that this method
must be called by a Doctor object (or a more specialized object), for pur-505

poses of treatment and with read and incremental access (but not full write
access). Thus a doctor can add new prescription but not change or remove
old ones. Method getPresc has policy (Nurse, treatm, read), meaning that
this method must be called by a Nurse object (or a more specialized object
such as a Doctor object), for purposes of treatment and with read-only ac-510

cess. These two methods, with associated policies, are inherited in interface
PatientData. The method getMyPresc offered by the Nurse interface has
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policy (Patient, treatm, self ), meaning that this method must be called by
a Patient object for treatment purposes and access is limited to data about
the caller patient but not other patients. Alternatively, the policy could515

be (Patient, treatm, self u read) if a patient is not allowed to change her
treatment records.

3.5. Compliance Checking of OODS Languages
Consider an OODS language extended with policy specifications as above.

Thus, methods that may access personal information are annotated with sin-520

gle policies, and data types that may involve personal information are anno-
tated with policy sets reflecting the permitted usage by different principals.
We assume pure expressions, while fields in objects are mutable and can be
updated by the methods defined in the class of the object. In this setting,
static checking of compliance consists of checking that interface extensions525

and implementations by classes respect the method policy specifications, and
that method calls and all program variable accesses are done according to
the relevant policies. Since the policy sets of the values of program variables
may change from state to state, we use an effect system to keep track of the
policy sets in a given program state. The rules use an environment Γ, which530

is a mapping from program variable names to policy sets, such that the pol-
icy set of a variable in a given state gives an upper bound of the permitted
operations. The environment is also used to determine the policy set of an
expression. For each statement in a considered language there is one or more
rules explaining how the environment Γ is modified by the statement. This is535

normally reflected in the conclusions of the rules. The premises of the rules
incorporate policy checks, and in general this can be explained as follows:

• For a subinterface it is checked that the policy of a method complies
with (v) that of the same method in the superinterface.

• For a class it is checked that540

– the declared policy of each method complies with (v) that of the
same method in any interface implemented by the class (if any).

– the actual policy of the implementation of a method complies with
(v) the declared policy in the class of that method.

• For a method call, it is checked that545
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– the policy of the called method complies with (v) the policy of
the calling context (as given by the enclosing method body)

– the policy set of each actual parameter guarantees (=⇒) that of
the corresponding formal parameter.

• For a new statement, a similar check is done on the actual parameters.550

• For read/write/incr access to a program variable, it is checked that

– there is read/write/incr access in the policy set of the variable and
also in the policy of the calling context (given by the enclosing
method).

– However, we may assume write access to local variables. This555

is harmless since they cannot be used to store information after
termination of the enclosing method.

• For a return statement, it is checked that

– the policy set of the returned value guarantees (=⇒) that of the
method return type.560

– the policy set of each field according to Γ guarantees (=⇒) the
declared policy of that field according to the policy on the type.

• For each application of a constructor function giving rise to sensitive
information, it is checked that the enclosing method has write access.

Justification565

The specification of policies could be a burden on the programmer. Reuse
of policies is advantageous, and it would be desirable to keep the amount of
policy specifications at a minimum. Therefore we let policies be specified
for data types and methods only, and not for individual variables and fields.
Moreover, we imagine that only a limited amount of data types/methods570

deal with sensitive information. Thus it is advantageous to limit the policy
specification to those. The policy inheritance of policies on methods increases
policy reuse. We believe a single policy is appropriate for a method, and this
means that data access for other purposes than the one in the method policy
is not allowed. For instance, a method body with treatm as the method575
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policy purpose cannot make calls to methods with marketing in the method
policy.

If by mistake a data type/method is lacking a policy, the static detection
would not be successful, since sensitive constructors are detected statically
and require the corresponding data type to be sensitive. This implies that580

a subset of the data types and methods must be sensitive and have a non-
empty policy in order for the static checking to be OK. However, there could
be data types that should be sensitive but without a specified policy and
without constructors detected as sensitive, for instance text with embedded
personal information. This is left as the programmer’s responsibility.585

Another issue could be that a programmer specifies full access for all pur-
poses on all methods, for instance intending to shortcut the static checking
of data manipulations in the body, and thereby hoping to allow everything.
However, this will not work well since the principal part I of the policy of a
method would need to be less than the principal parts of the policies on all590

the data types involved. In practice, that would mean that I must be less
than a large number of interfaces, which is not possible in an open-ended
hierarchy without a bottom element.

In our formalization a method has a single policy because each method
should be made with a certain user group (principal) in mind. We have seen595

here that this decision has the benefit of making it harder to bypass the
policy checks (regardless of whether it is intended or unintended). These
considerations make it harder to get away with "wrong" policy specifications,
but do not take away the programmers’ responsibility of making appropriate
policy specifications. The static checking is based on the given specifications600

and will complain when there is something wrong with the policies.
In the next section, we will consider a small imperative language for

active object systems and then define a type and effect system along the lines
explained above. Figure 7 defines classes corresponding to the interfaces in
Figure 5, using the imperative language.605

4. An Imperative Programming Language

In order to give a high-level view of distributed systems, we choose a
small language based on the active object paradigm supporting high-level
interaction mechanisms [12]. Although intended for system modeling, the
language is executable and has an interpreter written in Maude [15], and an610

extended language based on the same concurrency model has a compiler to
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purpose monitoring, treatm, health
where monitoring < treatm < health

policy PDoc = (Doctor, treatm, full)
policy PDocT ask = (Any, treatm, full)
policy PAddP resc = (Doctor, treatm, rincr)
policy PGetP resc = (Nurse, treatm, read)
policy PGetSelfPresc = (Nurse, health, read)
policy PPatientPresc = (Patient, treatm, read)
policy PStart = (Any, treatm, no)

policy PP resc = {PGetP resc,PAddP resc,PDoc}

type Presc = Patient ∗ String :: PP resc

interface Patient extends Subject {Void getSelfData() :: PStart}
interface AddPresc {Void makePresc(Presc newp):: PAddP resc}
interface GetPresc {Presc getPresc(Patient p) :: PGetP resc}
interface PatientData extends AddPresc, GetPresc {}
interface Nurse extends Principal {

Presc nurseTask() :: PGetP resc

with Patient
Presc getMyPresc() :: PPatientPresc }

interface Doctor extends Nurse{
Void doctorTask(Patient p) :: PDocT ask }

Figure 5: Interface, type and policy definitions for the Prescription Example. Grey policy
specifications are implicit while underlined ones need to be explicitly stated.

Erlang [1, 53]. The active object paradigm is based on concurrent autnomous
objects and offers both synchronous and asynchronous communication, while
avoiding shared variables and avoiding low level synchronization mechanisms
such as explicit signaling and notification. This setting allows a simple,615

compositional semantics, as in [31, 45], which is beneficial to analysis. All
code is organized in methods definitions inside classes, something which is
helpful for static policy declarations and for class-wise static policy checking.

The language is imperative and strongly typed, using data types for
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Pr ::= [T | RD | In | Cl]∗ program
T ::= typeN [T ] =<type_expression> [::Ps] type definition
T ::= Int | Any | Bool | String | Void | List[T ] |I | N interfaces and types
In ::= interface I [extends I+] {D∗} interface declaration
Cl ::= class C ([T z]∗) class definition

[implements I+] [extends C] support, inheritance
{[T w [= ini]]∗ fields
[B [::P ]] class constructor
[[with I] D]∗ renewed signatures
[[with I] M ]∗} method declarations

D ::= T m([T y]∗) [:: P ] method signature
M ::= T m([T y]∗) [B] [:: P ] method definition
B ::= {[T x [= rhs]; ]∗ [s] [;return rhs]} method blocks
v ::= w | x assignable variable
e ::= v | y | z | this | caller | void() | f(e) | (e) pure expressions
ini ::= e | new C(e) initial value of field
rhs ::= ini | e.m(e) right-hand sides
s ::= skip | s; s sequencing

| v := rhs | v :+e | e!m(e) | I!m(e) assignment and call
| if e then s [else s] fi if statement
| while e do s od while statement

Figure 6: BNF syntax of the core language, extended with policy specification. A field is
denoted w, a local variable x, a method parameter y, a class parameter z, type names N ,
and list append is denoted +. The brackets in [T ] and [T ] are ground symbols. Function
symbols f range over pre-/user-defined functions/constructors with prefix/mixfix notation.

defining data structure locally inside a class. The data type sublanguage620

is side-effect-free. A type system (for checking type-correctness w.r.t. ordi-
nary types) can be made as in [32]. We formalize the analysis outlined in
Section 3.5 for this language by incorporating policy specifications as defined
in the previous section for method declarations and data types. An effect
system calculates the policy set of a variable in a given program state and625

checks all variable accesses as well as policy restrictions on called methods
and generated sensitive data. We assume type-correct programs with respect
to ordinary types.
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class PATIENTDATA() implements PatientData {
type PData = List[Presc] :: PP resc

PData pd = empty();

Presc getPresc(Patient p){return last(pd/p)} :: PGetP resc

Void makePresc(Presc newp) {
if newp 6=emptyString() then pd:+ newp fi } :: PAddP resc

}

class NURSE(PatientData pdb) implements Nurse{
Presc nurseTask(Patient p){ return pdb.getPresc(p)} :: PGetP resc

with Patient
Presc getMyPresc() {return pdb.getPresc(caller)} :: PPatientPresc

}

class DOCTOR() extends NURSE //inherits class parameter pdb

implements Doctor{
Void doctorTask(Patient p){

Presc oldp = pdb.getPresc(p);
String text = ...; //new presc using symptoms info and oldp

Presc newp = (p, text);
pdb!makePresc(newp)}:: PDocT ask

}

class PATIENT(String id, Doctor d, Nurse n) implements Patient{
Void getSelfData(){ n!getMyPresc() } :: PStart

}

class MAIN(){
PatientData pdbase = new PATIENTDATA();
Nurse n = new NURSE(pdbase);
Doctor d = new DOCTOR(pdbase);
Patient p = new PATIENT("P001",d,n);

{ d!doctorTask(p); p!getSelfData() } :: PStart // class constructor

}

Figure 7: Doctor and Nurse classes accessing patient prescriptions
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The BNF syntax of the language is summarized in Figure 6. The notation
e denotes a list of expressions e. As before, optional parts are written in630

brackets (except for type parameters, as in List[T ], where the brackets are
ground symbols). The superscripts ∗ and + denote repetition and non-empty
repetition, respectively. The cointerface of a method is given by a with
clause, and gives restrictions on the callee object: only objects supporting
the cointerface may call methods in the interface. Thus for a call o.m(. . .), the635

caller (available through the caller variable) will be typed by the cointerface.
For instance in the class implementation of Nurse in Figure 7, the with clause
is needed for method getMyPresc in order to make the call to getMyPresc
type correct since here it is required that caller is of interface Patient.

Class and method parameters, the implicit class parameter this, and the640

implicit method parameter caller are read-only. A class may implement a
number of interfaces, and for each method of an interface of the class, it
is required that the class defines the method such that the cointerface and
types of each method parameter and return value are respected. Additional
methods may be defined in a class as well, but these may not be called from645

outside the class. The language supports single class inheritance and multiple
interface inheritance (using the keyword extends).

We assume that all inherited or implemented versions of a method m
declared in an interface have the same input and output types. A method
body T x = e; s with initialization of the local variables can be understood650

as T x;x := e; s without initialization of the local variables. We assume
type-correct programs, and when needed include type information in the
programs subjected to static analysis: In the static analysis, we write eT for
an expression of type T , where T results from the underlying type checking.
We write o.mI(e) when I is the interface of o as resulting from the underlying655

type checking.
As mentioned, we let ≤ denote the subtype relation. For instance, Nat ≤

Int, and for a subinterface I ′ of I, we have I ′ ≤ I. We also write C ≤ I
if class C implements interface I, or a subinterface of I. The only variable
typed by a class is this (allowing calls of form this!m(...) where m is a method660

of the class, including privates ones).
The language could be extended in various ways, for instance with non-

blocking forms of two-way method interaction. Local futures are supported
by the runtime system and may trivially be included in the language. This
would allow a future generated by one method to be picked up by another665

method executed by the same object. Furthermore, the language may be
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extended with cooperative scheduling (supporting suspended remote calls)
as in [31]. This would be orthogonal to the treatment of privacy policies.

4.1. Data Types and Sensitive Data Types
A data type is defined by a type expression, possibly recursive. For670

our purposes we consider type expressions composed of disjoint unions and
products, using names to distinguish the different cases (variants) of a disjoint
union. These variants are called constructor functions since they define the
values of the data type. For instance we may define a parameterized list type
by List[T ] = empty()+append(List[T ]∗T ), meaning that lists have the form675

empty() or append(l, x), where l is a list and x a value of type T . A pair
product type can be defined by PatientInfo = (Patient ∗Nat) where Patient
is a subinterface of Subject. Then the pair (p, d) is of type PatientInfo for p
of interface Patient and d of type Nat. (Here “(_,_)” is the constructor.)
Functions over a data type can then be defined by case expressions over the680

different variants of the type, or simply by a set of equations representing
the different cases. Consider the type List[PatientInfo]. We may define a
projection operator (proj : List[PatientInfo] ∗ Patient → List[PatientInfo]) by
proj(empty(), p) = empty() and proj(append(l, (p, d)), p′) = if p = p′ then
append(proj(l, p′), (p, d)) else proj(l, p′). Using the infix notion / for proj and685

+ for list append, this gives the definition empty()/v = empty() and (l +
(v1, v2))/v = if v = v1 then (l/v) + (v1, v2) else l/v. The projection
operator is extracting those pairs which have a given first element. The last
function on lists of PatientInfo is defined such that last(append(l, x)) = x.

A data type is considered sensitive if its definition contains a variant690

with sensitive information or a product where one component is of interface
Subject, or a subinterface of Subject, because a value of this type could
be used to encode personal information about a data subject. (One could
consider ways to override this, in cases where no personal information may
occur.) Similarly, a constructor is considered sensitive if it contains a sensi-695

tive component or a component of interface Subject (or a subinterface). For
instance the pair (p, d) is sensitive when p is of interface Patient. Moreover
empty() is not sensitive while append(l, (p, d)) is. A defined function is con-
sidered sensitive if the function type is sensitive and the definition contains a
sensitive subexpression. (Again the language could have ways to overrule this700

when required, for instance in order to accommodate encryption functions.)
An application of a constructor of a sensitive type and with an argument
which is either sensitve or of interface Subject, may create new sensitive
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information. This requires write access (as checked by the type rules for
expressions).705

4.2. An Example
An example program is given in Figure 7, showing class implementations

of the interfaces given in Figure 5 as well as a main class. The getPresc
call is a blocking call while the other calls are asynchronous. Note that
the tuple (p, text) in method doctorTask is sensitive and requires write ac-710

cess by the enclosing method, which is satisfied by the policy PDocT ask =
(Any, treatm, full). If the policy had been PDoc, the call to doctorTask from
the main program would fail the policy checking. The expression last(pd/p)
is sensitive since it gives a sensitive type, with policy PP resc. The enclosing
method has policy PGetP resc, which is sufficient for read access of this kind of715

information since PGetP resc v PP resc. The details of the policy checking for
the example is shown in Section 5.1.

5. An effect system for privacy

In general, a static type or effect system consists of a set of rules that
establish safety properties that hold in all states of an execution [41]. As we720

are interested in privacy policies, our rules ensure that a well-typed program
enforces the specified privacy policies correctly. (This is done after ordinary
type checking.) The rules use an environment Γ expressing statically deriv-
able information about program variables in a given state, in our case privacy
policies. As explained in Section 3.5, Γ is a mapping from program variable725

names to policy sets, such that the policy set of a variable in a given state
gives an upper bound on the permitted usage. The environment may change
from state to state, and therefore the rules will modify the environment,
which means that we have an effect system. We use the notation Γ[v] for
map look-up and Γ[v 7→ P ] for extending Γ with a new binding (replacing730

any old binding for v). The policy set of a variable v in the context of Γ
is simply given by Γ[v]. Our enforcement requires that the policies are re-
spected when the variables are accessed. This gives more fine-grained control
letting the policies change with the program point.

To reflect changes related to branching constructs we use an addition735

program variable pc (the “program counter”) as common in type systems for
security aspects [46]. For instance, in the branches of an if statement with
a sensitive test, pc is adjusted by the policy set of the test. The statement
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l := h where l and h are boolean variables, is semantically equivalent to
if h then l := true else l := false fi, so both should result in a740

sensitive value for l when h has a sensitive value. The presence of pc makes
this possible since the level of l is adjusted by the level of the test (recorded
in pc) in the branches.

We give an effect system for ensuring privacy policy compliance, formal-
ized by five kinds of judgments: For a statement (list) s, the judgment

C,m ` [Γ] s [Γ′]

expresses that inside a method body m and an enclosing class C , the state-
ment(list) s when started in a state satisfying the environment Γ results in745

a state satisfying the environment Γ′. We use a syntax similar to Hoare
triples, letting Γ and Γ′ express knowledge of the pre- and post-state, but in
contrast to Hoare logic the rules can be applied mechanically. The rules are
right-constructive in the sense that Γ′ can be constructed from Γ and s.

For an expression or right-hand side e, the judgment

C,m ` [Γ] e :: P

expresses that the expression e when evaluated in a state satisfying Γ, gives
a value satisfying policy P , where m is the enclosing method and C the
enclosing class. For a method definition M in a class C , the judgment

C ` M ok

expresses that a method complies with its privacy policy. Similarly, for a
class definition Cl, the judgment

` Cl ok

expresses that the method definitions comply with the behaviour described
by the interfaces and that the method definitions in the class are OK. For
an interface definition In, the judgment

` In ok

expresses that any re-defined policy of the method in In must comply with750

that of the superinterface. The interface and class judgements are analyzed
in the context of earlier type and interface definitions (when needed). In the
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(P-interface)
PI,m v PJ,m for each J ∈ J and each m ∈ J
` interface I extends J{D} ok

(P-class)

PC,m v PI,m for each I ∈ I such that m ∈ I
C ` M ok for each M ∈M

` class C(Z z) implements I {W w; M} ok

defining ΓC = [z 7→ PZ , w 7→ PW , this 7→ {•}, pc 7→ {•}]

(P-method)

C,m ` [ΓC [y 7→ PY , x 7→ {•}, caller 7→ {•}]] s [Γ]
C,m ` [Γ] rhs :: P ′
P ′ =⇒ PT

Γ[w] =⇒ ΓC [w] for each field w
C ` T m(Y y){X x; s;return rhs} :: P ok

Figure 8: Policy Rules for Classes and Methods. (Note: read-only access for z and y.)

analysis of a class, inherited code must be included, but no other class defi-
nitions need to be known. Thus class definitions are analyzed independently.
An algorithmic version of the analysis is provided in appendix A, showing755

that the analysis is terminating and with a unique result.
The typing rules for interfaces, classes, and methods are given in Figure 8,

Figure 9 defines the typing rules for expressions and right-hand sides, and
Figure 10 defines the typing rules for statements. We let PI,m denote the
policy of method m of interface I , PC,m denote the policy of method m of class760

C , and PT denote the policy associated with a type T . If no policy is specified
for any declaration, we understand that there is no sensitive information, i.e.,
the policy is {•}. Note that, if by mistake, no policy is specified on a method
due to forgetfulness, the static compliance checking would detect any use
of sensitive information, and the method body would not pass the privacy765

checks. In particular data types with constructor functions associating data
to subjects will be considered sensitive. A non-sensitive method would not be
able to access or create sensitive data, and a non-sensitive type declaration
would not allow assignment of sensitive information to variables of that type.

The rule P-interface checks that a redeclared method m in an interface I770
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respects the policy of m in a superinterface J . The premise ensures that
the policy declaration of m in I complies with the policy of m in J , i.e.,
PI,m v PJ,m. (The premise is redundant when the policy of m is inherited
from J .)

In Rules P-class and P-method, W is the type of field w, Z is the type of class775

parameter z , X is the type of local variable x, and Y is the type of formal
parameter y. Rule P-class checks that a class definition is OK, requiring that
the policy of each exported method complies with the policy of the method
in the corresponding interface, and that each method definition respects its
policy. Here, M ranges over methods declared or inherited (possibly with780

renewed signatures). A class constructor (if any) is treated like a method,
with the name init (with an implicit return void() at the end). We therefore
need not show the case of the class constructor explicitly.

Rule P-method checks that a method definition respects the declared policy
P , requiring that the method body relates the starting enviroment to the785

resulting environment Γ, and that the policy on the return value evaluated in
Γ must comply with the policy of the return type. The starting environment
of a method is the environment of the class, denoted by ΓC , defined by the
declared policies of the types of the class parameters and fields, updated with
the policies of the types of the formal parameters, and those of the initial790

values of the local variables. The latter are all {•}, and so are the policies of
this and caller , since they are object references. Rule P-method also ensures
that policies on the fields at method end according to Γ guarantee the policies
on the types. (The guarantee operator, =⇒, is defined in Definition 5). The
presence of a with clause gives no change in the premises, since the cointerface795

defines the interface of the caller, which has the default policy {•}. Notice
that the policies of declared types, methods, as well as ΓC , are constant,
while the policies of Γ[v] change with the program point.

To check variable accesses and calls made in a method body, we define
the policy of the method body. This will allow the caller to act as a principal800

inside the method body (with the purpose and access right of the method),
something which is needed when the current object does not in itself reflect
a principal (i.e., when C does not implement a principal).

Definition 9 (Method Body Policy Set).
The policy set of the body of a method m in class C is defined by805

(I, R,A)@(C,m) , {(I, R,A)} if I ≤ Principal
∪i {(Ii, R,A)} otherwise
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(P-var)
read vA Γ[v] u (PC,m@(C,m))
C,m ` [Γ] v :: Γ[v] u Γ[pc]

(P-constant)
C,m ` [Γ] const() :: Γ[pc]

(P-func)

C,m ` [Γ] ei :: Pi for each argument ei of a sensitive type
write vA PT u (PC,m@(C,m)) if fT is a sensitive constructor

C,m ` [Γ] fT (e) :: PT u Γ[pc]

(P-call)

C 6≤ I PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
C,m ` [Γ] e :: P ′

C,m ` [Γ] ei :: Pi Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i
for each i

C,m ` [Γ] e.nI(e) :: Pout(I,n) u Γ[pc]

(P-LocalCall)

C ≤ I PI,n v PC,m@(C,m)
C,m ` [Γ] e :: P ′

C,m ` [Γ] ei :: Pi Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i
for each i

C,m ` [Γ] e.nI(e) :: Pout(I,n) u Γ[pc]

(P-new)
C,m ` [Γ] ei :: Pi Pi =⇒ ΓC′ [zi]

C,m ` [Γ] new C ′(e) :: Γ[pc]

Figure 9: Policy Rules for Expressions and Right-Hand Sides.

where (I, R,A) is the policy of the method and where Ii ranges over all the
interfaces of C that export m.

For example, PDocT ask@(DOCTOR, doctorTask) will give {(Doctor, treatm,
full)}. This allows the body of doctorTask to call getPresc since it can810

act as a Doctor (and since PDocT ask is the policy on method doctorTask). As
another example, PAddP resc@(PATIENTDATA,makePresc) will search for
an interface which exports makePresc, which is the interface AddPresc. This
means that the method body policy set of makePresc is {(Doctor, treatm,
rincr)}, which suffices for the incremental update of pd.815

The rules in Figure 9 define the policies resulting from expressions and
right-hand sides: The Rule P-Var says that the policy set of a variable v is
the policy of v according to the environment (Γ[v]) and the policy set of the
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(P-skip)
C,m ` [Γ] skip [Γ]

(P-composition)
C,m ` [Γ] s1 [Γ1] C,m ` [Γ1] s2 [Γ2]

C,m ` [Γ] s1; s2 [Γ2]

(P-write)

C,m ` [Γ] rhs :: P
write vA ΓC [w] u (PC,m@(C,m))
C,m ` [Γ] w := rhs [Γ[w 7→ P ]]

(P-local-write)
C,m ` [Γ] rhs :: P

C,m ` [Γ] x := rhs [Γ[x 7→ P ]]

(P-incr)

C,m ` [Γ] rhs :: P
incr vA ΓC [w] u (PC,m@(C,m))

C,m ` [Γ] w :+rhs [Γ[w 7→ Γ[w] u P ]]

(P-asyncCall)
C,m ` [Γ] e.nI(e) :: P
C,m ` [Γ] e!nI(e) [Γ]

(P-broadcast)

PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
C,m ` [Γ] ei :: Pi Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i

for each i
C,m ` [Γ] I!n(e) [Γ]

(P-if)

C,m ` [Γ] e :: P
C,m ` [Γ[pc 7→ (Γ[pc] u P)]] s1 [Γ1]
C,m ` [Γ[pc 7→ (Γ[pc] u P)]] s2 [Γ2]

C,m ` [Γ] if e then s1 else s2 fi [(Γ1 u Γ2)[pc 7→ Γ[pc]]]

(P-while)

C,m ` [Γi] e :: Pi

C,m ` [Γi[pc 7→ (Γi[pc] u Pi)]] s [Γ′i] i = 1 . . . n
Γi+1 = Γi u Γ′i i = 1 . . . n
C,m ` [Γ1] while e do s od [Γn[pc 7→ Γ1[pc]]]

Figure 10: Policy Rules for Statements. In the last rule n is the least i such that Γi+1 = Γi.
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program counter pc according to Γ. The premise ensures that there is read
access to v according to the policy set of the variable and according to the820

policy of the enclosing method body. Note that read vA {•}, and the same
holds for write, incr, and self as well.

Constant constructors represent non-sensitive information since they are
not composed by sensitive information. The policy set of a constant is there-
fore given by the policy of pc in the current environment Γ, as stated in Rule825

P-Const. This rule also applies to predefined constants such as void().
The Rule P-func considers a function application fT (e) where T is the

resulting type. The policy set of the function application is the meet of
the policy set of T and the policy of pc in the environment Γ. The first
premise ensures that each sensitive argument is OK. This implies that there830

is read access to each variable v, occurring in a sensitive argument. In case
the function f is a sensitive constructor, it is required that there is write
access according to the policy set of T and the policy set of the enclosing
method body (premise 2). As constant constructor functions are considered
non-sensitive and have no arguments, Rule P-Const can be seen as a special835

case of Rule P-func.
In addition to controlling the information extracted from an object, one

also needs to control the information flowing into an object. This is checked
by ensuring that the actual parameters respect the policies of the types of the
formal parameters. This is checked as part of the P-call rule, and similarly,840

the actual class parameters are checked in the P-new rule. The Rule P-call

ensures that the current object has sufficient access to call method n through
interface I , that the arguments and callee expressions are OK. We use the
notation par(I, n) to denote these types, and out(I,n) to denote the return
type. The operation vCo,R is a simplified policy compliance check, which only845

compares the I and R parts of the policies, i.e., (I ′, R′, A′) vCo,R (I, R,A) ,
I ≤ I ′ ∧ R′ ≤ R. When a method n is called through an interface I , we
check that the purpose of the method body complies with that of n and that
the calling object supports the cointerface of n. The call itself then gets the
policy given by the return type, as defined in the method n of interface I ,850

and this is adjusted by the policy of pc.
Local calls are similar to remote calls, but as they may update the fields of

the current object, it must be checked that the access rights of the enclosing
method is respected by the called method. Therefore Rule P-LocalCall is like
Rule P-Call, but the first premise is stronger than the case of remote calls,855

considering also the access right part. The first premise of checks that the
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interface of the called method is either the current class C (in which case
the call is local) or is implemented by C (in which case the call is local if o
is this). This overestimates the set of possible local calls in a sound manner
(since the condition o = this is beyond static control).860

The Rule P-new ensures that the arguments are OK, and that the policy
sets of each argument respects the policy of the type of the corresponding
formal class parameter (as defined in class C ′ using init as the name of the
class constructor). The value resulting from the object creation is a reference
to the new object, and therefore has no sensitive information ({•}). The value865

resulting from the object creation is then adjusted with the policy of pc.
The effect rules of Figure 10 explain the handling of statements. The

rule P-Skip says that a skip statement does not change the environment. The
rule P-Composition for sequential composition indicates that the environment
resulting from one statement can be used as the starting environment for the870

following statement.
The Rule P-write considers the case that the left-hand side variable is a

field w and checks that there is write access to this field, both with respect
to the policy of the type of w and the policy of the enclosing method body.
This check is done in the second premise. The first premise ensures that875

the right-hand side is OK and results in a policy set P . This policy set
is then used as the policy associated with w in the environment resulting
from the assignment statement. Thus assigning non-sensitive values to fields
is allowed if the enclosing method and the type have a policy with write
access. The rule P-LocalWrite is similar except that we need not check write880

access (since full access is allowed for local variables). For simplicity, formal
class and method parameters (as well as this and caller) are read-only in our
language, and this is enforced by the BNF syntax of assignments because it’s
only allowed to write to the fields and local variables.

The rule P-incr for incremental assignment to a field w is similar to Rule885

P-write except that here incr access is required. The resulting policy for w
is the meet of the policy on the former value and the policy on the right-
hand side since the new value is w + rhs. Incremental assignment to a local
variable, say x : +rhs, is semantically the same as x := x + rhs since there
is full access to local variables, and we omit a rule for this.890

For Rules P-write, P-local-write, and P-incr, the policy on rhs also captures
the change in sensitive context due to if and while tests using the policy
on pc, due to the rules for expressions. This ensures that the policy on rhs
complies with that of the program counter context, i.e., pc.
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The rule P-asyncCall for an asynchronous call is similar to Rule P-call,895

except that the return type is ignored (since no information is returned).
The rule for broadcast calls P-broadcast is similar, but without a check on the
callee. The call is broadcast to all objects supporting interface I .

The rule P-If is straight forward, apart from two considerations: In case
the if-test is sensitive, the pc of the starting environment of each branch must900

be adjusted by the policy of the expression in the if-test. This is done by
a meet operation on Γ[pc], i.e., Γ[pc 7→ (Γ[pc] u P)]. Secondly, the policy
resulting from an if-statement is the meet of the policies at the end of each
branch, corresponding to a worst case analysis, with the policy of pc in the
final environment reset to its value before the if-statement. The rule P-While is905

somewhat similar to P-If, but the resulting policy is the least fix-point of the
iterated effect on the starting policy, reflecting that the number of iterations is
unknown at compile time. The fix-point will exist since the lattice hierarchy
is finite, and since Γi+1 is less than v Γi since Γi+1 = ΓiuΓ′i. After the while
statement, pc is reset to its value before the while-statement.910

5.1. Static Compliance Checking of the Example
In Figure 7, which is a continuation of the example in Figure 5, we con-

sider some classes implementing the interfaces, including a main class that
is automatically instantiated when running the program.

Note that all policies on the visible methods (those exported by an inter-915

face) are inherited from the respective interfaces, and need not be repeated
by the programmer. They are therefore marked as gray. Also the policy on
the sensitive data type PData follows from that on Presc since the policy of
List[T ] is the policy of T . Only the local class constructor of MAIN needs
an explicitly specified policy. The classes demonstrate most of the language920

features including blocking calls, asynchronous calls, and broadcasts, as well
as write access, incremental access, and read access. And they demonstrate
privacy policy specifications. A challenge here is that the construct (p, text)
requires write access since it constructs sensitive data. As discussed later this
is acceptable in class DOCTOR since type Presc gives full treatment access925

to Doctor objects and class DOCTOR has interface Doctor . This expression
would not be allowed in class Nurse.

We show below the static analysis of the program in Figure 7. The
premises are handled one by one. The outline below demonstrates that the
program satisfies the static analysis.930
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1. Rule P-asyncCall. Consider the following snippet.
class MAIN(){ ...
{d!doctorTask(p)} :: PStart }

935

Here, e!nI(e) is d!doctorTask(p). The premises are shown below:

1.1. [Γ] e.nI(e) :: P

1.1.1. C 6≤ I
MAIN 6≤ Doctor940

PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
PDocT ask,doctorT ask vCo,R PMAIN ,init ⇔
(Any, treatm, full) vCo,R (Any, treatm, no)

945

1.1.2. [Γ] e :: P ′
[Γ] d :: {•} //object references are not sensitive

1.1.3. [Γ] ei :: Pi

[Γ] p :: {•}950

Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i

{•} =⇒ Ppar(Doctor,doctorT ask)
{•} =⇒ Pp

{•} =⇒ {•} // trivially true955

1.1.4. [Γ] e.nI(e) :: Pout(I,n) u Γ[pc]
[Γ] e.nI(e) :: {•} u {•}
[Γ] e.nI(e) :: {•}

1.2. [Γ] d!doctorTask(p) [Γ]960

2. Rules P-CALL, P-LOCAL-WRITE

class DOCTOR() extends NURSE implements Doctor{
Void doctorTask(Patient p){

Presc oldp = pdb.getPresc(p); ...}:: PDocT ask965

}
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Here, x := rhs =⇒ Presc oldp = pdb.getPresc(p)

2.1. [Γ] rhs :: P // P-LOCAL-WRITE premise
rhs is pdb.getPresc(p)970

2.1.1. C 6≤ I
DOCTOR 6≤ GetPresc
PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
PGetP resc,getP resc vCo,R PDocT ask@(DOCTOR, doctorTask)⇔
PGetP resc,getP resc vCo,R (Any, treatm, full)@(DOCTOR, doctorTask)975

⇔
(Nurse,treatm,read)vCo,R (Doctor,treatm,full) ⇔

[(Def: Method Body Policy Set)]
(Nurse, treatm, read) vCo,R (Doctor, treatm, full)

[(Def: Policy Compliance)]980

Here, Interface Doctor inherits getPresc() from the Nurse interface,
i.e., Doctor ≤ Nurse, and policy of the inherited method complies
with the policy in current context making this call valid.

2.1.2. [Γ] e :: P ′985

[Γ] pbd :: {•} // object references are not sensitive

2.1.3. [Γ] ei :: Pi

[Γ] p :: {•}
990

Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i

{•} =⇒ Ppar(GetP resc,getP resc)
{•} =⇒ Pp

{•} =⇒ {•}
995

2.1.4. [Γ] pdb.getPresc(p) :: Pout(I,n) u Γ[pc]
[Γ] pdb.getPresc(p) :: PP resc u {•} // since pc is non-sensitive
i.e., [Γ] pdb.getPresc(p) :: PP resc

2.2. Γ[x 7→ P ] =⇒ Γ[oldp 7→ PP resc]

3. Rules P-Func, P-Var, P-Local-Write, P-asyncCall1000

class DOCTOR() extends NURSE implements Doctor{
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Void doctorTask(Patient p){...
String text = ...; //new presc using symptoms and oldp

Presc newp = (p, text);1005

pdb!makePresc(newp)}:: PDocT ask

}

3.1. x := rhs
String text = rhs //P-LocalWrite1010

rhs :: {•}

Γ[x 7→ P ] =⇒ Γ[text 7→ {•}]
3.2. Presc newp = (p, text); //P-Func, P-Var, P-LocalWrite

3.2.1. [Γ] ei :: Pi1015

3.2.1.1. read vA Γ[v] u (PC,m@(C,m)) // P-Var

Γ[p] u (PDocT ask @ (DOCTOR, doctorTask))
{•} u ((Any, treatm, full) ∪ (Doctor, treatm, full))
{•} u (Doctor, treatm, full)
i.e., (Doctor, treatm, full).1020

read vA (Doctor, treatm, full), which reduces to
read vA full

1025

Likewise, for text as it is also non-sensitive and same method
body context applies.

3.2.1.2. [Γ] p :: Γ[p] u Γ[pc]⇔
[Γ] p :: {•}, since pc is non-sensitive here.

1030

These premises ensures that the variables in the construc-
tor function has read access as well as that the current
context complies with read access.

3.2.2. write vA PT u (PC,m@(C,m)), since the constructor (_,_) is1035

sensitive
fT (p, text) and T is PP resc

write vA PT u (PC,m@(C,m))
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write vA PP resc u (PDocT ask@(DOCTOR, doctorTask))
write vA {(Nurse, treatm, read), (Doctor, treatm, full)}u1040

(Doctor, treatm, full)
write vA (Doctor, treatm, full), which reduces to write vA full.

This premise checks if the sensitive information (p, text) can
be constructed in the current context, and here it can be con-1045

structed because the current context has write access.

3.2.3. [Γ] (p, text) :: PT u Γ[pc]
[Γ] (p, text) :: PP resc, since pc is non-sensitive here.

3.3. e!nI(e) = pdb!makePresc(newp)1050

3.3.1. C 6≤ I
Doctor 6≤ AddPresc

PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
PAddP resc,makeP resc v PDocT ask@(DOCTOR, doctorTask)⇔1055

(Doctor, treatm, rincr) vCo,R (Doctor, treatm, full)⇔
(Doctor, treatm, rincr) vCo,R (Doctor, treatm, full)

3.3.2. [Γ] e :: P ′
[Γ] pdb :: {•}1060

3.3.3. [Γ] ei :: Pi

[Γ] newp :: PP resc // P-Var

Pi =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i

Pnewp =⇒ Ppar(AddP resc,makeP resc)1065

PP resc =⇒ PP resc

4. Rules P-If, P-Incr

class PATIENTDATA() implements PatientData { ...1070

Void makePresc(Presc newp) {
if newp 6=emptyString() then pd:+ newp fi } :: PAddP resc

}

if e then s1 else s2 fi1075
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4.1. [Γ] e :: P // P-Var

[Γ] newp 6= emptyString() :: P

read v Γ[v] u (PC,m@(C,m)) // P-Var

read vA Γ[newp] u (PAddP resc @ (PATIENTDATA,makePresc))1080

read vA PP resc u PAddP resc, since PatientData is not a principal.
read vA {(Nurse, treatm, read), (Doctor, treatm, full)} u (Doctor,

treatm, rincr)
read vA (Doctor, treatm, rincr)

1085

[Γ] newp :: Γ[newp] u Γ[pc]
[Γ] newp :: PP resc u PP resc

[Γ] newp :: PP resc

[Γ] emptyString() :: P // P-Constant1090

[Γ] emptyString() :: Γ[pc]
[Γ] emptyString() :: {•}, since pc is non-sensitive here.

[Γ] newp 6= emptyString() :: PP resc

1095

4.2. [Γ[pc 7→ (Γ[pc] u P)]] s1 [Γ1]
[Γ[pc 7→ (PP resc u PP resc)]] pd : +newp [Γ1]
[Γ[pc 7→ PP resc]] pd : +newp [Γ1]

Now, rule P-Incr, on s11100

4.2.1. [Γ] rhs :: P
[Γ] newp :: PP resc // since Γ[pc 7→ PP resc]

4.2.2. incr vA ΓC [w] u (PC,m@(C,m))
incr vA ΓC [pd] u (PAddP resc@(PATIENTDATA,makePresc))1105

incr vA PP resc u (PDoctor,treatm,rincr)
incr vA PAddP resc

incr vA (Doctor, treatm, rincr)
which reduces to incr vA rincr

1110

4.2.3. [Γ[w 7→ (Γ[w] u Γ[pc])]
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[Γ[pd 7→ (Γ[pd] u Γ[pc])]]
[Γ[pd 7→ (PP resc u PP resc)]]
[Γ[pd 7→ PP resc]]

1115

4.3. [Γ] if e then s1 else s2 fi [Γ1 u Γ2[pc 7→ Γ[pc]]]
Γ1[pc 7→ Γ[pc]]
Γ1[pc 7→ PAddP resc]

Interface PatientData extends interfaces GetPresc and AddPresc, but does
not redefine the policies on inherited methods. So the policies on inherited1120

methods trivially complies with that of the superinterfaces. Thus interface
PatientData is well-formed. Class PATIENTDATA is well-formed because

1. PPATIENTDATA,getPresc v PGetPresc,getPresc and PPATIENTDATA,makePresc v
PAddPresc,makePresc, i.e., the policies on the method definitions comply
with those of the method declarations in the interfaces.1125

2. For method getPresc, the policy on the return value complies with the
policy of the return type, i.e., PP resc =⇒ PP resc.
Moreover, for method makePresc,

• ΓC is defined by [newp 7→ PP resc, caller 7→ {•}] and the if-statement
is well-formed (as described above in 4).1130

• The policy on the field pd complies with that on the declared type,
i.e., PP resc =⇒ PP resc.

We may conclude that the static analysis is successful. However, with
the current rules we cannot check if a Patient accessing her own information,
through method GetMyPresc, is valid. In particular, we can not check the1135

self access. We return to this in Section 6.

6. Awareness of Subject

We discuss here how the above framework could be extended so that
(static) awareness of the subject of sensitive information is handled. In
particular, we would like the analysis to detect that expressions such as1140

last(pd/p) (with pd as in the example) result in data with p as data subject,
and therefore can be communicated/returned to p by the principle of read
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access to data about self. With the formalism above it is required that the
caller supports the Nurse interface.

Our framework uses interfaces to describe the visible aspects of the active1145

objects and data types to define data structures, including personal data.
We use subtyping to distinguish (potential) personal data from non-personal
data. The data type hierarchy is extended with a subtype PersonalData, and
all sensitive data types must be of a subtype of PersonalData. We introduce
the interface Sensitive as the superinterface of all classes holding personal1150

information. Interface Subject is below Principal, and for instance interface
Patient is below Subject. We let PersonalData support a function subjects
returning the set of the subjects of the data, of type Set[Subject]. Let p be a
subject. For a pair (p, d) where d is non-sensitive, we have that subjects((p, d))
is {p}, and for a sensitive constructor f we have that subjects(f(p, d)) is {p}1155

when the list d is non-sensitive.
We now specify purpose by terms of the form name(p) where name is

a purpose name as before and p identifies the subject, either by an object
(for instance given by this or caller), an interface name, or a set of object
expressions. In a runtime tag, p will be a set of object references, while it1160

may be over-approximated by an interface in the static setting.
In the example we would have that the policy for method makePresc

could be (Doctor, treatm(Patient), rincr). Furthermore, we could make a
policy (Doctor, treatm(p), rincr) where p is a Patient object. This way we
may distinguish between the treatment of individual patients. With the1165

added notions, we may extract the subject(s) of sensitive information inside
a method. The data structure in the example with patient data pd is defined
as a list of pairs as before, but now we can express that subjects(pd/p) = {p}
and subjects(last(pd)) = subjects(pd) for a Patient p.

As mentioned in Section 3, we may include the general policy

(Subject, all, self u read)

to give each subject read access to personal data about herself. This allows1170

a more liberal policy checking than in the previous section, by allowing the
statement return e when subjects(e) is caller, and allowing a parameter e
in a method call to o when subjects(e) is o.

The main achievement with the renewed example (see Figure 11) is that
we detect statically that the getMyPresc method complies with the static1175

policies, even if patients have no specified access rights on PATIENTDATA
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policy PDoc = (Doctor, treatm(Patient), full)
policy PGetP resc = (Nurse, treatm(Patient), read)
policy PP resc = {PGetP resc,PDoc}

class PATIENTDATA() implements PatientData {
type PData = List[Presc] :: PP resc

PData pd = empty();
Void makePresc(Presc newp) {

if newp 6=emptyString() then pd:+ newp fi }
:: (Doctor, treatm(Patient), rincr)

Presc getPresc(Patient p){return last(pd/p)}
:: (Nurse, treatm(p), read)

with Patient
Presc getMyPresc() {return getPresc(caller)}

:: (Patient, treatm(caller), read)
// allowed since a subject has read access to self data

... }

Figure 11: Example with subject awareness. As before, gray parts are implicit.

objects, because this method uses only self access. We will also be able to
treat methods such as getMyPresc in class NURSE and getSelfData in class
PATIENT in Figure 7.

In order to deal with dynamic changes in consent, we let interface Sensi-
tive contain a method for updating the policies of sensitive data, upd_consent,
with the new consent settings as a parameter new_policy. A class supporting
Sensitive must then implement this method (preferably implemented directly
in the runtime system) by changing the tag on any local data in the object
where the caller is the subject (as given in the purpose part). If this is
the case, the runtime tag l must be changed to l u new_policy. To initiate
a change in consent settings with new policy np, a subject may make the
broadcast

Sensitive!upd_consent(np)
which will go to all Sensitive objects and lead to adjustments of all sensitive1180

data in the system where subject is caller .
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v ::= . . . | pcs | nextFut added variables
s ::= . . . | v := get u added statement

Figure 12: BNF syntax of additional constructs used in the operation semantics.

7. Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of the considered language is given in Fig. 13.
Data values are tagged with policy sets. Compared to the static analysis, we
could use more expressive policies, in particular, we may use sets of objects1185

to define the principals, rather than interfaces. However, for simplicity we
use interfaces as principals, letting each interface denote the set of objects
supporting the interface, making the correspondence with the type system
easier. We could also let the operational semantics define the subject and
owner (i.e., creator) of the data, as well as other GDPR-relevant aspects1190

such as expiration time, but this is ignored here since we focus on the aspects
of the static system.

We briefly explain the main elements of the runtime system used in the
operational semantics. A runtime configuration of an active object system
is captured by a multiset of objects and messages (using blank-space as the1195

binary multiset union constructor). Each rule in the operational semantics
deals with only one object o, and possibly messages, reflecting the nature of
concurrent distributed active objects, communicating asynchronously. Re-
mote calls and replies are handled by message passing. When a subconfig-
uration C can be rewritten to a C ′, this means that the whole configuration1200

. . . C . . . can be rewritten to . . . C ′ . . ., reflecting interleaving semantics. Each
object o is responsible for executing all method calls to o as well as self-calls.
An object has at most one active process, reflecting the remaining part of a
method execution. For our programming language we need not consider fu-
tures or suspended processes, but such mechanisms can be added in a straight1205

forward manner since they do not pose additional privacy challenges. In or-
der to handle method returns, our semantics creates an identity for each
call (like a local future) passed as an implicit parameter, and inserts get
statements referring to the call identity (see Figure 12). By lifting these call
labels and get statements to the language syntax, we would obtain support1210

for object-local futures, as described in [33].
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assign : o : ob(δ, v := e; s)
−→ o : ob(δ[v := e], s)

if-true : o : ob(δ,if b then s1 else s2 fi; s)
−→ o : ob(δ[pcs := push(pcs, l)], s1; pcs := pop(pcs); s)

if δ[b] = truel

if-false : o : ob(δ,if b then s1 else s2 fi; s)
−→ o : ob(δ[pcs := push(pcs, l)], s2; pcs := pop(pcs); s)

if δ[b] = falsel

while : o : ob(δ,while b do s1 od; s)
−→ o : ob(δ,if b then s1; while b do s1 od fi; s)

new : o : ob(δ, v := new C(e); s)
−→ o : ob(δ[v := o′], s)

o′ : ob(δC [this 7→ o′, z 7→ δ[e]], initC)
where o′ = (fresh, C), with fresh a fresh reference relative to C

async. call : o : ob(δ, a!m(e); s)
−→ o : ob(δ[nextFut := next(nextFut)], s)

msg o→ δ[a].m(δ[nextFut, e])

sync. call : o : ob(δ, v := a.m(e); s)
−→ o : ob(δ, a!m(e); v := get δ[nextFut]; s)

start : msg o′ → o.m(u, c)
o : ob((α|β′), idle)

−→ o : ob((α|(β[caller 7→ o′,myfuture 7→ u, y 7→ c, pcs 7→ empty()])), s)
where (m, y, β, s) is the body of m in the class of this

return : o : ob(δ,return e)
−→ o : ob(δ, idle)

msg δ[caller]← δ[this].(δ[myfuture], δ[e])

query : msg o← o′.(u, c)
o : ob(δ, v := get u ; s)

−→ o : ob(δ, v := c; s)

no-query : msg o← o′.(u, c)
o : ob(δ, s)

−→ o : ob(δ, s)
if get u 6∈ s

Figure 13: Operational rules defining small-step semantics with policies.
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Objects have the form
o : ob(δ, s)

where o is the object identity, δ is the current object state, and s is a sequence
of statements ending with a return, representing the remaining part of the
active process, or idle when there is no active process. A message has the
form

msg o→ o′.m(e)
representing a call to m with o as caller, o′ callee, and e actual parameters,
or

msg o← o′.(u, d)
representing a completion event where d is the returned value and u the
identity of the call. In addition, msg o→ I.m(e) denotes a broadcast to all
objects supporting interface I.

The operational rules reflect small-step semantics. For instance, the rule
for skip is given by

o : ob(δ, skip; s) −→ o : ob(δ, s)

saying that the execution of skip has no effect on the state δ of the object.1215

The semantics in Figure 13 formalizes the notion of idleness, and gen-
eration of objects and messages, including a rule (no-query) for disposal of
unused reply messages. Generation of identities for objects and method calls
is handled by underlying semantic functions and implicit attributes.

The operational semantics uses some additional variables, like pcs (“pro-1220

gram counter stack”) for remembering the stack of policies corresponding to
the nesting of if/while statements, and nextFut for generating unique iden-
tities for calls. These appear as fields in the operational semantics (nextFut
initialized with some value and with a next function to generate new unique
values). Furthermore, this is handled as an implicit class parameter, while1225

myfuture and caller appear as implicit method parameters, holding the iden-
tity of a call and its caller, respectively. The operational semantics uses an
additional query statement, get u, for dealing with the termination of call
statements. A synchronous call is treated as an asynchronous call followed
by a get query. The query get u is blocking while waiting for the method1230

response with identity u. The added constructs are shown in Figure 12. We
let a denote an object expression, b a Boolean expression, o an object iden-
tity, u a method call identity, d a value (a data value or an object identity),
and c a value tagged with a policy.
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The state of an object is given by a twin mapping, written (α|β), where α1235

is the state of the field variables w (including nextFut) and class parameters
z (including this), and β is the state of the local variables x and formal
parameters y (including myfuture and caller) of the current process. Look-
up in a twin mapping, (α|β)[z], is simply given by (α + β)[z]. The notation
α[z := e] abbreviates α[z 7→ α[e]], and the notation (α|β)[v := e] abbreviates1240

if v in β then (α | β[v 7→ (α|β)[e]]) else (α[v 7→ (α|β)[e]] | β), where in is
used for testing domain membership.

Method invocation is captured by the rules async call/sync. call. The gen-
erated call identity is locally unique, and globally unique in combination with
the parent object. The call identity generated by this rule is passed through1245

an invocation message, which is to be consumed by the callee object by the
Rule start. When an object has no active process, denoted idle, a method
call can be selected for execution by rule start. The invocation message is
removed from the configuration by this rule, and the identity of the call is as-
signed to the implicit parameter myfuture. With Rule return, a return value1250

is generated upon method termination and passed in a completion message
together with the call identity stored in myfuture. The return value is then
fetched by Rule query. Note that a query statement blocks until the cor-
responding return value is generated by Rule return, whereas asynchronous
calls do not block. The query rule says that v := get u, in object o is replaced1255

by the assignment v := d when the completion msg o ← o′.(u, d) appears,
and the completion message is removed from the configuration. If object o
does not contain get u then the completion message is removed without any
effect on o. This happens when the corresponding call was an asynchronous
call, which is similar to one-way message passing. In Rule start, we assume1260

thatm is bound to a method with local state β (including default values) and
code s. Note that bindings for the parameters y and the implicit parameter
nextFut are added to the local state.

Object creation is captured by the rule new. The generated object identity
is based on a non-deterministically generated reference (reflecting factors1265

outside the program). Note that an object reference encodes the class name,
which makes the rules more compact. Here initC denotes the initialization
statements (the class constructor) of class C, and δC denotes the initial state
of class C with default or initial values for the fields. The binding of class
parameters and this is added explicitly in the rule. We obtain an active1270

object by letting initC initiate internal activity, using asynchronous self calls
to allow the object to interleave continued internal activity with reaction to
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external calls. The initialization statements of a program (given by the class
constructor of an instantiation of the last class in the program) will typically
create the other initial objects.1275

The semantics of an if-statement without an else-part, if b then s fi,
is usually equivalent to if b then s else skip fi. However, this is
not the case with respect to policy tags. For instance, the policy after
x := false; if b then x := true fi is not the same as after if b then x :=
true else x := false fi when b is sensitive, because in the latter case1280

the policy of x is not changed when the else branch is taken, while it is
changed in the former case. A solution to this is discussed at the end of
the next section (on related work). A while loop is handled by expanding
while b do s od to if b then s; while b do s od fi upon execution
of the while-statement. Void methods return the value void(). We assume1285

all methods end in a return statement, including class constructors, which
end in return void() (although omitted in the examples). We assume that
assignments of the form w : + e are represented by w := w + e at runtime,
and that initial values given to fields or local variables is expanded to assign-
ments, as described earlier. A rule for broadcasting is omitted; however, the1290

semantics is similar to that of asynchronous calls.
The given language fragment may be extended with constructs for local

(stack-based) method calls, e.g., by using the approach of [30] and it may be
extended with cooperative scheduling and synchronization control as in [31].

7.1. Runtime Policies1295

We explain here the privacy aspects of the operational semantics. We
assume that the program has passed the policy typing, and therefore the
operational semantics does not include a duplication of the static policy
requirements during reduction. We then prove that any policy level obtained
at runtime guarantees the one calculated by the static policy typing. This1300

property, called policy soundness, is stated by Theorem 1. It guarantees that
the policy checks will be satisfied at runtime when based on the runtime
policy levels. We also prove a progress property.

As mentioned, the semantics uses an additional variable pcs in each
method, reflecting the stack of context policy levels of enclosing if- and while-1305

branches. The top of the pcs stack reflects the policy of the innermost branch.
At an entry to an if/while statement, pcs is pushed with the policy set of
the test expression, and pcs is popped upon exit. Note that pcs can be local
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since it must be empty upon method return. The relationship between pcs
and pc as used in the static checking, is given as part of Theorem 1.1310

At runtime the evaluation of an expression e gives a policy tag l, in
addition to a (normal) value d. We let the tagged value dl denote this result,
and let c denote tagged values, and let dl.tag be l. When such a value is
assigned to a program variable v, the binding v 7→ dl is added to the state.
The state of an object is given by a twin-mapping as above, but the values of1315

variables are now bound to tagged values. Thus the values appearing in the
semantics are all tagged. Each object identity has the form of a pair (oid, C)
where C is the class of the object and oid a unique identity relative to C.

The evaluation of an expression e in a state δ and with policy context pcs
is denoted δ[e], where the data value d is evaluated ignoring tags, resulting
in a ground term, i.e., a term with only constructor functions, and where the
tag is defined by

level(δ[pcs]) u tag(d)
where level(δ[pcs]) is the meet of all the policies in the stack pcs, and where
the tag of d is evaluated according to the policies of the constructor functions1320

in d, letting type constructors of non-sensitive types give a {•} policy.
The runtime policy level of a variable v in an execution state can differ

from that of the static level in the corresponding program point. There are
several reasons for this. For instance, there can be many calls to the same
method with actual parameters of different policy levels. The runtime system1325

uses the policies of actual parameters whereas the static analysis uses that
of the formal parameters. At the start of a method, the static analysis will
assume the declared policy levels for fields, whereas at actual runtime levels
might differ. This is clarified below.

7.2. Theoretical Results1330

In order to keep the operational rules simple, we have assumed that pro-
grams are well typed and have passed the static policy checks. Still it is not
obvious that a statically correct program cannot go wrong, if for instance the
statically derived policies are not respected at runtime. We therefore show
results reflecting soundness and progress.1335

We observe that each state of an object of class C in an execution cor-
responds to a (static) program state in class C, and that each expression
(other than future-related variables) evaluated at runtime corresponds to an
occurrence of an expression in the program text. To formalize this correspon-
dence we associate a statement number with each statement in the code, and1340
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when a statement s is executed we may obtain the statement number by
the syntax #s. When an object is about to execute a statement s appear-
ing in the program code, the corresponding program state is given by the
static environment just before that statement, denoted Γ#s. The number
also identifies the enclosing method and class. Since the last statement of a1345

then-branch has the same next statement as the last statement of the else-
branch we cannot distinguish these in the correspondence. We need a way to
solve this, for instance by letting the execution of a method record the trace
of program statements executed as a list of statement numbers. This gives
sufficient information to see which branch is taken, but not to determine if1350

the corresponding program state is before or after the end of the if-statement.
However, this can be determined by the presence of the pop-statement: Af-
ter pop the corresponding state is the one after the if-statement, and before
pop the corresponding state is the last state of the branch as given by the
trace. For a given state o : ob(δ, s), we may therefore talk about the unique1355

corresponding program state and its environment Γ. (Even runtime states
starting with a get-statement correspond to program states, since the values
of all program variables are the same as before the start of the call.)

Furthermore, we observe that the policies at runtime may differ from those
at compile time, for instance in connection with parameter passing since the1360

runtime policies are driven by the actual parameters while the static ones
are driven by the declaration of the formal parameters. In general, the static
rules use meet operations corresponding to worst-case analysis, while the
runtime rules give the actual policy.

We first prove a soundness result saying that the runtime value of a1365

variable or expression will have a policy that guarantees the one calculated
statically according to Γ in the corresponding state: The run time value of
a variable will have a policy that guarantees the one in the corresponding Γ.
This also holds for expressions. For the special variable pc, there is a similar
correspondence with pcs.1370

Theorem 1 (Soundness). Consider a given state o : ob(δ, s) of an object o,
and let Γ be the policy environment of the corresponding program state (as
defined above) in method m of a class C. We have

(C,m ` [Γ] v :: P)⇒ (δ[v].tag =⇒ P) (1)

(C,m ` [Γ] e :: P)⇒ (δ[e].tag =⇒ P) (2)
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level(δ[pcs]) =⇒ Γ[pc] (3)
where v is a program variable and e is an expression over program variables.

Proof. We first prove that property (2) follows from (1) and (3), and then
prove property (1) and (3) by course-of-values induction on the derivation of
executions as given by the operational rules and by induction on the deriva-
tion of the static compliance. We consider an arbitrary object o, which have1375

state o : ob(δ, s) with m of class C as the enclosing method and with Γ as
the environment of the corresponding program state. Note that the deriva-
tion of static policies is terminating and deterministic. Each program state
is assigned a unique environment Γ defining the static policies in the state.
We let Γ[e] denote the unique policy set P such that C,m ` [Γ] e :: P .1380

Consider expressions e (other than variables), and assume (1) and (3) in a
(runtime) state δ corresponding to a static program state with environment
Γ. We prove that δ[e].tag =⇒ Γ[e]. This is trivial when δ[e].tag is {•}
since {•} =⇒ P for any P . It remains to prove that Γ[e] v δ[e].tag holds
when δ[e].tag is not {•}. The static policy of a functional expression f(e)1385

of type T is given by PT u Γ[pc]. The runtime policy is based on the result
of the evaluation. A functional expression f(e) when evaluated gives a value
d of type T ′ for T ′ ≤ T with policy level(δ[pcs]) u tag(d). It suffices that
tag(d) =⇒ PT . For T ′ ≤ T we have PT ′ =⇒ PT .

Consider next property (3), level(δ[pcs]) =⇒ Γ[pc]. The pc and pcs vari-
ables are only changed at the entry and exit of if- and while-statements. The
condition trivially holds over other statements. To simplify the connection
between pc and pcs, we could add a local variable pcs in the static policy
type rules. We then let the starting environment of each branch in an if- or
while-statement modify pcs by Γ[pcs := push(pcs,P)] where P is the policy
of the test, and let the final environment update pcs by Γ[pcs := pop(pcs)].
We may prove that Γ[pc] = level(Γ[pcs]) by induction over the policy rules.
Instead of property (3), it then suffices to prove the property

level(δ[pcs]) =⇒ level(Γ[pcs]) (4)

The induction hypothesis IH is now the conjunction of (1), (2), and (4).1390

Below we will look at proof cases of the form IH⇒ IH ′ where IH ′ is IH with
δ and Γ replaced by the state and environment after executing an arbitrary
program statement.
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Before entry to an if-statement with test b, we assume IH and must prove

level(δ[pcs 7→ push(δ[pcs], l)][pcs]) =⇒ level(Γ[pcs 7→ push(Γ[pcs],P)][pcs])

where l is δ[b].tag and P is given by C,m ` [Γ] b :: P . This reduces to

level(δ[pcs]) u l =⇒ level(Γ[pcs]) u P

which follows from (2) and (4) of IH and monotonicity of u with respect to
=⇒, i.e., (X =⇒ X ′ ∧ Y =⇒ Y ′)⇒ (X u Y =⇒ X ′ u Y ′), which is obvious.1395

Before exit of an if-statement we have the induction hypothesis at the
end of the chosen branch, and we need to prove

level(δ[pcs 7→ pop(δ[pcs])][pcs]) =⇒ level((Γ1 u Γ2)[pcs 7→ pop(Γ[pcs])][pcs])

where Γ1 and Γ2 are the respective environments at the end of the two
branches. This reduces to

level(pop(δ[pcs])) =⇒ level(pop((Γ1 u Γ2)[pcs]))

which is trivial if pop(Γ1[pcs]) is the same as pop(Γ2[pcs]), which can easily
be proved by induction over the derivations of the type and effect system.
The situation for while-loops is similar.

Finally we consider variables: We observe that Γ is only modified by
assignment-like statements (to fields and local variables), if- and while-state-
ments, and method start, and program variables in δ are only updated by
assignment-like statements and method start. We consider below assign-
ments, if-statements, and method start. Assume IH . For an assignment
x := e we need to prove that

C,m ` [Γ[x 7→ Pe]] v :: P ⇒ δ[x 7→ δ[e]][v].tag =⇒ P

where C,m ` [Γ] e :: Pe. For variables other than x this reduces to IH . For
x we need to prove:

δ[e].tag =⇒ Pe

which holds by the second conjunct of IH . Consider next the end of an if-
statement. Let IH hold at the end of the chosen branch. We need to prove

C,m ` [Γ u Γ′] v :: P ⇒ δ[v].tag =⇒ P
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where Γ′ is the environment at the end of the branch not chosen. This reduces
to

δ[v].tag =⇒ (Γ u Γ′)[v] u (Γ u Γ′)[pc]
which is trivial since Γ[v] =⇒ (Γ u Γ′)[v]. At method start, i.e., when o has
the form o : ob(δ, idle), we need to prove for the case of a field w

δ[w].tag =⇒ PW

where W is the type of field w (PW is the same as ΓC [w]) and δ is the
state resulting from the previous method execution, or the initial value of1400

w. (The operational semantics ensures that a method start must follow a
method end, or start from initial values, because the former creates an idle
state and the latter represents the only way to continue from an idle state.)
From IH we know that δ[w].tag =⇒ Γ[w] where Γ is the environment of the
previous method execution. From the premise of the P-method we have that1405

Γ[w] =⇒ PW . By transitivity of =⇒ the rest follows. (The case of initial
values is straight forward since the operation semantics and static analysis
use the same expressions for the initial values.)

The situation for method parameters y is similar. At the start of a method
execution (Rule start), the runtime policies of the method parameters y is1410

given by the tags of the actual parameters, which by IH must guarantee the
static policies of the parameters, which by Rule P-call must guarantee the
policies of the formal parameter types Y , which are fixed fora method m of
class C, Altogether we have that runtime polices guarantee that static ones
at method start.1415

Consider a query statement where c is the value received by the caller. In
the runtime system this value is the same as the one returned by the callee,
and the policy of the returned value at runtime must guarantee the static one
by IH , and the static policy of the returned value guarantees the policy of
the method’s return type (say T ) by Rule P-method. Thus the runtime policy1420

of c guarantees PT . On the caller side, the policy of the received result is
that of c and in the static system it is the type of the method result, i.e.,
PT . We have therefore proved (1) for queries. New statements are similar.
Asynchronous calls are simpler since no program variable is changed.

The above result does not have so much value if the runtime system allows1425

programs that do not progress when they are supposed to do so, i.e., if no
rule applies in a state where execution should continue. We therefore prove
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a progress property of the operational semantics saying that the execution of
each object in a program will continue, unless the object is idle and there are
no incoming messages reflecting method calls, or the object is blocked, i.e.,1430

trying to perform a get statement when the corresponding reply message
has not appeared. Moreover, no errors are generated apart from undefined
expressions.

Theorem 2 (Progress). Assume that the evaluation of program expressions
is terminating normally with a defined value. If a configuration C rewrites to1435

C ′ by the operation rules and C ′ cannot be reduced further, then each object
o : ob(δ, s) ∈ C ′ is idle (s is idle) and there is no invocation message
msg o′ → o.m(...) ∈ C ′, or o is blocked (s starts with get u) and there is no
message msg o← o′.(u, c) ∈ C ′.

Proof. We show that for each statement one rule will apply as long as the1440

conditions stated in the theorem do not hold. There is one unconditional rule
for each statement, except if, which has two complementary rules, one for
each case of the value of the if-test. No rules depend on a context condition,
except the rules start and query, which require the presence of an appropriate
message, but these are exactly the acceptable conditions stated in the theo-1445

rem. Consider next the well-definedness of expressions over variables added
in the operation semantics (pcs, nextFut, myfuture). The pop operations
on pcs will terminate normally since each pop is preceded by a push. Each
return statement must be preceded by a start statement, therefore myfuture
will have a value. The special variable nextFut always has a value.1450

In particular, there will be no errors or exceptions, apart from undefined
values resulting from evaluation of expressions. A call to a null object is
possible, and this could lead to blocking of the caller object, if there is a
get-statement for the call. Method-not-understood errors is captured by the
underlying type checking [32].1455

8. Related Work

The focus of this paper is the intersection of the GDPR, privacy policy
formalization, and programming languages. This intersection is relatively
recent and features several threads of active research such as policy speci-
fication, policy enforcement, monitoring, privacy by design, language based1460

privacy, privacy enhancing technology. The present work investigates static
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aspects of privacy policies and compliance; while the dynamic aspects includ-
ing consent management are considered in [51].

Several attempts have been made to express privacy polices, through a
language with formal syntax and semantics such as XACML [50], EPAL [6],1465

APPEL [37], and XPref [3]. An analysis of these policy languages can also
be found in [8, 34]. Privacy restrictions are also expressed formally using
ontologies [11] or dedicated logics such as [7, 10, 13]. However, a direct
comparison of these policy languages and logics with our policy language is
not straight forward, mainly because we focus on policy aspects that can1470

be verified statically and can only express limited aspect of a policy, while
these policy languages can express a wider range of privacy restriction. In
contrast to the mentioned policy languages, we focus on static checking and
in particular check compliance of program, by class-wise analysis.

Access control models, such as discretionary access control (DAC) [35]1475

and role based access control (RBAC) [47], have been historically utilized
in order to support security requirements [18]. In RBAC, permissions (to
perform operations) are associated with a role or set of roles [47]. Thus there
are common features in our work and RBAC. In addition to the hierarchies
of roles and access rights supported by RBAC, our framework introduces1480

hierarchies of purposes to control role access. However, our work uses static
analysis while RBAC uses runtime analysis. In a literature review [20], by
Fernández-Alemán et al. identifies the access control models deployed by
electronic health records (EHR), where 35 of 45 reviewed articles used ac-
cess control methods. Interestingly, 27 of those 35 specifically used RBAC.1485

However, these conventional access models are not designed to enforce pri-
vacy policies [23], due to lack of several privacy protection requirements (e.g.
purpose). In order to express purpose (and other privacy-related aspects),
the RBAC model is extended, as in [38, 40, 54].

Privacy by Design (PbD) has been discussed and promoted from sev-1490

eral viewpoints such as formal approaches [36, 48, 52], privacy engineer-
ing [17, 24, 43], privacy-enhancing technologies (PET) [22, 25], and privacy
design patterns [16, 29]. Tschantz and Wing, and Daniel Métayer, discuss
the significance of formal methods for foundational formalizations of privacy
related aspects [36, 52]. In [52], Tschantz and Wing point out the usefulness1495

of mathematical formulations of privacy notions for the purpose of guiding
the development of privacy preserving technologies and making it easier to
spot privacy violations. In [48], Schneider discusses the main ideas of Privacy
by Design and summarizes key challenges (purpose, right to be forgotten,
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consent, and compliance) in achieving privacy-by-construction and probable1500

means to handle these challenges. Our work addresses the challenges concern-
ing purpose and (at least partially) compliance “by construction”. Hoepman,
in [29] derives and defines eight privacy design strategies, from existing pri-
vacy principles and data protection laws. The engineering aspects of privacy
by design is addressed, but there is a lack on how to apply them in practice.1505

In our work, we adhere to several privacy design strategies such as separating
and hiding the data and encapsulation in an object-oriented context.

Hayati and Abadi [26] describe a language-based approach based on
information-flow control, to model and verify aspects of privacy policies in the
Jif (Java Information Flow) programming language. In this approach data1510

collected for a specific purpose is annotated with Jif principals and then the
methods needed for a specific purpose are also annotated with Jif principals.
Explicitly declaring purposes for data and methods ensures that the labeled
data will be used only by the methods with connected purposes. Purposes are
organized in a purpose hierarchy, where sub-purposes can be declared using1515

the (Jif specific) acts-for relation. However, this representation of purpose
is not sufficient to guarantee that principals will perform actions compliant
with the declared purpose. In contrast, this can be checked statically in our
approach, because principals are restricted by purposes.

Basin et al. [9] propose an approach that relates a purpose with a business1520

process and use formal models of inter-process communication to demon-
strate GDPR compliance. Process collection is modeled as data-flow graphs
which depict the data collected and the data used by the processes. Then
these processes are associated with a data purpose and are used to algo-
rithmically generate data purpose statements (i.e., specifying which data is1525

used for which purpose) and detect violation of data minimization. Since
in GDPR, end-users should know the necessary purpose of data collection,
some works such as [9] propose to audit logs and detect if a system supports
a purpose. In a continuation of this work, in [5] Arfelt et al., show how such
an audit can be automated by monitoring. Automatic audits and monitoring1530

can be applied to a system like ours as a complementary step to verify how
it complies with the GDPR. Besides, our work is more focused on integrat-
ing such legal instruments during the design phase, using formal language
semantics.

Anthonysamy et al. [4] demonstrate a semantic-mapping approach to infer1535

function specifications from semantics of natural language. This technique
is useful in compliance verification as it aids in identification of program
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constructs that implements certain policies. The authors implement this
technique in a tool, CASTOR, which takes policy statements (in natural
language) and source code as input and outputs a set of semantic mappings1540

between policies and function specifications (function name, associated class,
parameters etc.). In [49], Sen et al. develop and demonstrate techniques for
policy compliance checking in big data systems. Privacy policies are specified
using a policy language LEGALEASE, restricting the information-flow based
on (data) store, purpose, role, and other considerations. The data inventory1545

tool GROK maps code-level schema elements to data types in LEGALEASE.
Compliance checking then reduces to information flow analysis.

In [2], Adams and Schupp consider black-box objects that communicate
through messages. The approach is centered around algorithms that take
as input an architecture and a set of privacy constraints, and output an1550

extension of the original architecture that satisfies the privacy constraints.
This work is complementary to ours in that it puts restrictions on the run-
time message handling. In contrast to our work, the approach does not
concern analysis of program code. In [21], Ferrara and Spoto discuss the role
of static analysis for GDPR compliance. The authors suggest combining taint1555

analyses and backward slicing algorithms to generate reports relevant for the
various actors (i.e., data protection officers, chief information officers, project
managers, and developers) involved at various stages of GDPR compliance.
In particular, taint analysis is performed on each program statement and
then the data-flow of sensitive information is reconstructed using backward-1560

slicing. These flows are then abstracted into the information needed by the
compliance actors.

Dynamic flow sensitivity [27] also applies to privacy, as pointed out by
Schneider in [48]. A branching statement with sensitive information in the
test, may indirectly leak privacy information if a variable changed in one1565

branch is not changed in the other branch. This is not a problem in the static
analysis, since after a branching construct the information of all branches
are combined. But it is a problem in the operational semantics, since there
you only see the chosen branch. To avoid this problem in our operational
semantics, we take the following approach: For an if-statement with sensitive1570

information in the test, we add trivial assignments v := v to ensure that
the variables changed in one branch also are changed in the other branch.
Such an assignment will upgrade the privacy policy of v with level(pcs),
which prevents branching-related privacy leakage. (While-statements can be
handled similarly.)1575
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9. Conclusion

In this paper we started by investigating challenges and opportunities
with the GDPR from a language-based perspective. Specifically we focused
on the data protection by design principle, embedding privacy requirements
into a programming language, and discussed the relevance for the OODS1580

setting where all interaction between objects is made through interfaces, so-
called interface abstraction. We defined a specification language for formu-
lating privacy policies, and discussed static and runtime privacy polices, and
formalized a concept of static privacy policies as well as the notion of policy
compliance. We chose three primary constituents of a privacy policy, namely1585

principal, purpose, and access right. Such policies are meaningful at compile
time, but cover only a subset of the GDPR aspects. We show how privacy
policies can be declared for methods and data types, restricting the usage
of sensitive data. The policy specification language can be added to any
object-oriented programming language supporting interface abstraction.1590

We have formulated rules for privacy policy compliance, and these rules
are given by an extended type and effect system for a high-level imperative
modeling language supporting active objects, augmented with privacy policy
specifications. The problem of checking a program’s compliance reduces to
efficient type-checking. If the program satisfies the checks, then there is no1595

violation of the stated privacy policies. Implication in the other direction is
not guaranteed, due to over-approximation in the static analysis. However,
the case study demonstrates that the static analysis covers realistic scenarios.

We distinguish between read, write, and incr access rights. For a given
principal and purpose, incr allows addition of personal information but with-1600

out read access to existing personal information, whereas the combination of
read and incr (rincr) allows both. These different access rights proved prac-
tically valuable in the healthcare case study, allowing us to differentiate the
roles of a nurse (read), doctor (rincr), and lab assistant (incr). We have
briefly discussed how to improve the analysis so that a data subject has ac-1605

cess to personal data about herself, adding self as an additional access right.
The combination of method and data type policies allows class-wise static

checking, so that a class may be checked independently without access to the
code of other classes, apart from code inherited from superclasses. It also
encourages reuse of policy specifications and makes it possible to detect too1610

strong or too weak policies by means of the static analysis (as discussed at
the end of Section 3). A challenge of object-oriented programming is that
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not all classes represent principal actors, and will therefore not be a natural
part of policies on data types. We compensate this by a notion of transfer of
principle rights from caller to callee.1615

Furthermore, we have defined an operational semantics with policy tags
on sensitive data, and proved soundness of the static compliance analysis
with respect to the operational semantics. Finally, we have shown a progress
property.

Future Work. In the future we would like to extend the specification lan-1620

guage to include privacy notions, such as: data controller and data processor
to identify data controller and data processor in various stages of processing
in distributed projects; temporal validity to express data retention require-
ments and address storage limitation requirement; exceptions to model re-
strictions within a given policy; distributed enforcement to express multiple1625

applicable regulatory requirements. Since the operational semantics deals
with tags on data values, it is more practical to include information about
applicable regulations or sectoral laws in tags in order to check compliance.
For now, this seems complicated because the regulations and laws are exten-
sive and may have conflicting expectations. Furthermore, identification of1630

creator and information owner, can easily be added to the tags. Perhaps the
personal data could have both a data subject and a data owner (like national
tax office, national healthcare services), which will allow to model conditions
such as the data subject may not remove the data alone since the data is
owned by other entities as well (for legitimate purposes, such as archiving,1635

public interest, etc.). This can be further extended to accommodate other
legal bases (including overriding ones, i.e., exceptions such as public inter-
est, vital interest, emergencies etc.) by having separate policy lists for each
legal basis, and a disjunction to chose from these bases depending on the
context. In addition, we would like to work out a larger case study, using an1640

implementation of the framework.
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Appendix A. Algorithmic version of the static analysis

In order to show how the type and effect system of Section 5 gives a
terminating and fully automatic algorithm, resulting in accept or fail, we1650

here provide a functional definition of the analysis, obtained from the rules.
The functional definition has the advantage that it shows explicitly all cases
of failure. The functional definition is formulated by a boolean function ok
for checking classes, interfaces, and method declarations, as well as the two
functions EC,m(Γ, s) defining the environment resulting from statement (list)1655

s starting in environment Γ, and PC,m(Γ, s) defining the policy set of an
expression/right-hand-side e evaluated in environment Γ.

We first define EC,m below, following closely the rules of Figure 10:

EC,m(Γ, skip) = Γ
EC,m(Γ, s1; s2) = EC,m(EC,m(Γ, s1), s2)
EC,m(Γ, x := rhs) = Γ[x 7→ PC,m(Γ, rhs)]
EC,m(Γ, w := rhs) = Γ[w 7→ PC,m(Γ, rhs)],

if write vA ΓC [w] u (PC,m@(C,m))
fail, otherwise

EC,m(Γ, w :+rhs) = Γ[w 7→ PC,m(Γ, w) t PC,m(Γ, rhs)],
if incr vA ΓC [w] u (PC,m@(C,m))

fail, otherwise

EC,m(Γ, e!nI(e)) = Γ, if isok(PC,m(e.nI(e)))
fail, otherwise

EC,m(Γ, I!n(e)) = Γ, if PC,m(Γ, ei) =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i
, for each i

and PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
fail, otherwise

EC,m(Γ,if b then s1
else s2 fi) = (Γ1 t Γ2)[pc 7→ Γ[pc]], if isok(PC,m(b))

fail, otherwise
where Γi = EC,m(Γ′, si)

Γ′ = Γ[pc 7→ (Γ[pc] u PC,m(Γ, b))]
EC,m(Γ,while b do sod) = Γn[pc 7→ Γ1[pc]]

where Γi+1 = Γi u EC,m(Γ′i, s)
Γ′i = Γi[pc 7→ Γ[pc] u PC,m(Γ, b)]
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where n in the last equation is the smallest number such that Γn+1 = Γn, and
the boolean function isok takes a policy set or an environment and returns
false if it is fail, and true otherwise. In order to explicitly capture failures,1660

we add a special value fail. The equations are written in the style of Maude,
using conditions and otherwise to cover all remaining cases [15]. The
equations given here can be executed in Maude.

Similarly, the definition of the PC,m function follows directly from the
rules in Figure 9 (except that the two cases for call are incorporated in one
equation):

PC,m(Γ, v) = Γ[v] u Γ[pc], if read vA Γ[v] u (PC,m@(C,m))
fail, otherwise

PC,m(Γ, const) = Γ[pc]

PC,m(Γ, fT (e))) = PT u Γ[pc],if isok(PC,m(ei)), for ei of sensitive type
and write vA PT u (PC,m@(C,m)), if fT is sensitive
fail, otherwise

PC,m(Γ, e.nI(e)) = Pout(I,n) u Γ[pc], if isok(PC,m(Γ, e))
and PC,m(Γ, ei) =⇒ Ppar(I,n)i

, for each i
and C 6≤ I implies PI,n vCo,R PC,m@(C,m)
and C ≤ I implies PI,n v PC,m@(C,m)

fail, otherwise

PC,m(Γ,newC ′(e)) = Γ[pc], if PC,m(Γ, ei) =⇒ ΓC′ [zi]
fail, otherwise

In a conditional equation we use if to define the condition and otherwise
to cover all other cases. We use and and implies to reflect the premises1665

of the effect rules, letting here implies bind tighter than and. Thus,
if C and C ′ implies C ′′ means if (C and (C ′ implies C ′′)).

With the use of fail and otherwise, it is clear that the functions are
total and terminating since the boolean conditions used are all executable
and terminating. It is also clear that the left-hand-sides are disjoint and1670

cover all cases of the effect rules. Therefore the definitions of EC,m and PC,m

are terminating with a unique result for each input.
Finally to check interface, class, and method definitions, we define the

corresponding ok functions over these:
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ok(interface I extends J
{D} :: P) = PI,m v PJ,m , for each J ∈ J,m ∈ J

ok(class C(Z z)
implements I {W w; M}) = PC,m v PI,m , for each I ∈ I,m ∈ I

and okC(M), for each M ∈M

okC(T m(Y y)
{X x; s;return rhs} :: P) = isok(Γ) and isok(P ′) and P ′ =⇒ PT

and Γ[w] =⇒ ΓC [w], for each field w
where Γ = EC,m(Γm, s)

P ′ = PC,m(Γ, rhs)

In the last equation Γm denotes the starting environment of the method1675

as defined in the first premise of Rule P-method. The ok checks for classes,
interfaces, and methods follow directly from the rules in Figure 8. It is clear
that these functions are total and terminating. Since EC,m and PC,m are total
and terminating, the compliance check of a class or interface gives a boolean
result, true if it passes the check and false otherwise. The efficiency of the1680

analysis is comparable to ordinary static type checking, but as we have seen,
while-statements require a (terminating) fix-point calculation and conditions
involving =⇒ require nested iteration over policy sets.
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Appendix B. Notational Conventions

For convenience, we here list abbreviations used in the paper:1685

A - access
a - object expression
B - block
b - boolean expression
C - class
c - tagged data value
D - method declaration
d - data value
e - expression
f - function
I - interface
J - interface
l - policy level / tag
m - method
n - method
N - type name
o - object
P - policy
pr - program
p - subject
R - purpose
s - statement
S - policy set
T - type
u - method call identity
v - variable
w - field
x - local variable
y - method parameter
z - class parameter
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